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And In County
Vol. LXXXX No. 291

_MAN CHARGED IN CONNE TION WITH CHURCH FIRE
Seen&Heard Chester Dunn
Passes Away
Around
Murray

Fats Everett Fund I
Now Over $16,000

William Gibson, Jr. Arrested
By Officers Tuesday Afternoon

More than $16,000 has been
collected to date for the Congressman Robert A. "Fats"
Chester A. Dunn of Murray Everett Memorial Scholarship
Route Six passed away Tuesday Fund.
William Jonah Gibson, Jr., County Board of Education for
at 1:30 p. m at his home. He
The fall pledge class of Sighas been charged with the burn- their offer of the use of the
-The proper function of a gov- was 67 years of age.
ma Epsilon social fraternity at
ing of the Sinking Springs Bap- school buildings.
The deceased was born No- MSU will attempt to raise
ernment is to make it easy for
the
Rev. Sills also said that he
Church and two other
tist
vember
10, 1902 in Trigg Co- total higher by holding a bottle
the people to do good and difdwelling houses in the same was grateful to the neighboring
ficult for them to do evil' . . . unty and his parents were drive beginning at 8:00 a.m.
community, according to war- churches for their offer to the
William E. Gladstone (English James Dunn and Miranda Har- Saturday in Murray.
rants for his arrest signed by Sinking Spring congregation of
old
Dunn.
He
was
a
member of
Statesman, 1809-98).
The drive is a service proCalloway County Judge Hall the use of their buildings, hymthe Pentecostal Church in Trigg ject sponsored by
the pledge
McCuiston.
nals and other items.
We were dorry to hear that County.
class, but both pledges and acGibson was picked up for
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. tives will participate
Frank Gibson is being shipped
in t h e
questioning at the Frozen Food
over to Thailand. He's a fine Geneva Chambers Dunn of Mur- function. In addition to canLocker where he is employed
ray
Route
Six;
two daughters, vassing the city collecting and
fellow with a career in the Air
on Tuesday about four p.m. by
Force. We got to know this Mrs. Mary Lee Burkett' of selling pop bottles, the group
State Police Detective Joe Hid
family well over the past sev- Nashville, Team., and Mrs. Ge- will also accept cash and pledge
and Deputy Sheriff Calton
nola
Ramsey
of
Murray
Route
eral months. They recently
contributions from interested
Morgan.
moved from here to Blytheville, Six; one son, Chester L. Dunn persons
After questioning Gibson was
of
Murray
Route Six.
Arkansas.
The scholarship fund, set up
first charged with "burning a
Other survivors are three to honor
the late Tennessee
dwelling house on Highway
Our sympathy to the pastor and sister', Mrs. Luriine Clary of Congressman who was a loyal
1550 two-tenths mile east of
Paducah,
Mrs.
Dean
Litchfield friend to the University, will
members of the Sinking Spring
the Sinking Springs Baptist
Baptist Church on the loss of of Denten and Mrs. Mae Gib- be distributed among entering
Church, the property of J. 0.
hart
of Granite City, Ill.; one
their church building. It was
freshmen on the basis of need
Collins", according to the warconstracted in 1959 and repre- brother, Felix Dunn of Bent- and academic excellence.
rant for his arrest.
on;
grandchildren.
Why is there so much viosents one of the oldest congreThe drive was organized by
Funeral services will be held the
This house and an outbuild- lence in society today? Why are
gations in the history of the
MSU Alumni Association
ing burned about midnight on there so many homicides and
county and possibly the largest Thursday at two p. m. at the last February in an attempt to
chapel of the Max H. Churchill
the night of September 18 of suicides in our society today?
-Rev. Terry Sills is pastor.
raise $25,000 in tribute to the
Funeral Home with Elder Arlie
this year, according to a story Why is so much anger, hostility
late
Congressman.
and aggression evidenced In
Even though this building burn- Larimer offating.
Interment will be in the Jef(See PletYres Qa Nee 5)
Ateerica today?._
ed, it is not the end of the
These and other gloated; in
Sinking Spring Baptist Church frey Cemetery with the arrangein
the
September 19th issue of this area will be discussed Wedby any means. We feel sure ments by the Max H. Churchill
the Ledger & Times. The house nesday, December 10, by Dr.
that this fine church will rally Funeral Home where friends
Murray Fir* Chief Flevil Robertson is pictured with
was located on the Wiswell Frank Kodman, Jr., director
one pf the top ten awards for the
of
to the cause and raise once may call.
Road in the Sinking Springs the Psychological Center
The Memphis Seequicenten- yoar 1969 presented to outstanding fire departments in Keistucksrby State
at
Fire
Marshall
Billy
more.
nial Traveling Exhibition com- D. Williams. The award to the Murray Fire Department was accepted by
community.
Murray State University, at a
Chief Robertson
Saturday
night at the Firs Marshall's Christmas ball held at Kentucky
prised at 30 paintings, drawings,
Hotel, Louisville. Mrs.
The Murray Lions Club Radio
State Police Detective Hill lecture, "The Psychology of Vioand prints will be on eahibit at Robertson also attended the Christmas ball.
Auction begins tonight. The
and Deputy Sheriff Morgan con- lence," to be given at 7 p.m. at
Murray State • Unaveroity thromoney they raise will be used
tinued
with the questioning of the United Christian Ministry
ugh
Dec.
18.
By United Press International
on North 15th Street.
to provide a playground in the
Gibson
and later last night
Showing
in the Mary Ed MeNOW YOU KNOW
Burley tc4tecoo sales in KenDr. Kodnian's talk is being
City Park for the little folks. A
charged
him
with
the followcoy Hall Gallery of the Price
sponsored
by the Murray State
good project by a good organ- tucky Tuesday were 63 cents Doyle Fine Arts
ing:
Building, the by United Press International
pee hundred pounds lower than
chapter of Psi Chi, an honorization.
exhibition
is
circulated
The
by the
Great Rift Valley, tlye
the previous day vdth 17.6 mil"Arson, burning a dwelling ary psychology society PresiLinaled Preas letersaalesai
Besot& Memorial A* Gallica in earth's surface, • extends freesia
house, the property of Joe dent of the Murray group
Murray State was founded by an Lean pounds seed at on
Memphis.
the Jordan Valley in Southwest
SPErfallst atiorth Ciao' Glenn Parker, 14 miles north of Wis. Drake Cutini, a senior psychoact of the General Assembly in price of $68.98 per hundred
It is made up of small works Asia to the Shire Tributary of . Cloudy with 80
logy major from St. Clair Shorper
cent
West, son of Mr. and Mrs. well".
E.
1a22. The first building was pounds.
from
the
annual exhibition at the Zambesi in East Africa.
Lexington mart:lets again had
es, Michigan.
hence of rain early tonight. Albert Lee West of Lynn Grove,
the heaviest sales with 326 mil the gallery last year. Most of
"Maliciously burning a buildRain nding tomorrow after- is now serving with the United
The public is invited to at(Continued on Page 16)
lion pounds sold for an average the artists are from the Southnoon and turning a little cooler. States Army in Bangkok, Thai- :ng other than a dwelling, to. tend. There is no admission
eastern
United States.
price of $70.67 per 100 pounds.
wit: the Sinking Springs Bap- charge.
land.
CLUB TO NOT MEET
Fred Shepard, an assistant
The high average price was
tist Church".
The author or co-author of
Kentucky Lake, 7 a m 354.4,
pcsted at Cynhi:na where 650,- professor of art at Murray State,
more than 60 scientific papers,
stationary; below dam 303.1, West volunteered for the serand
Ed
for
set
$2,500
was
Shay,
of
Bail
a
1969
graduate
754 pounds went for $71.91 per
The Welcome Wagon New- up 0.8.
Dr. Kociman received his doctvice in October 1968. He took Gibson on the first charge of
of Murray State, both have comers Club will
hundred.
or's degree at the University of
not have a
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4,
CampFort
training
at
basic
his
burning the Collins' house, but
Green River-38 dark tobacco worked in the exhibition, lie- meeting on Thursday, Decem down 0.1; below dam
309.0, up bell and eight weeks of ad- the bail has not been set on the Illinois and has been at Murray
went on sale at Madisonville, carding to William Roode, art her 11, at 7:30 p.m. at the Corn 3.3.
State since 1964.
vanced training at Fort Eustis, two other charges, according to
where 210,350 pounds went for instructor and gallery director munity Center. The club held
Before being named director
Sunrise 6:59; sunset 4:40.
a
Virginia.
Murray
Deputy
and
Detective
Hill
State.
State
$41.21 per hundred pounds.
dinner meeting earlier in the
of the University's PsychologiMoon sets 5.42 p. m
Gallery
Morgan.
Sheriff
hours at Murray State month.
Paducah,
Henderson
and
cal Center, he was chairman of
The Calloway County soldier
Gibson resides in the Sink the Department of
Franklin had no sales Tuesday are 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. Monday
Psychology
attended Calloway County High ing Springs community. He it
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
and Greensburg was unreport- rough Friday, 8 a. m. to noon
at the University.
employed
the
at
was
and
School
County
Saturday,
Calloway
the
and
in
now
1
to
5p.
ed.
m.
In addition to being named
FREE PUPPY
by EDWARD K. DELON°
Temperatures in Kentucky Lynn Grove Milling Company jail Gibson has denied any recently as one of
Volume was lighter on Burley .I Sunday.
the foreUPI Space Writer
induction.
his
prior
to
knowledge of the burning of most community
Thursday through Wednesday
Belt tobacco auctions, according
leaders in
A nine wec"( old black half will average near normal
44..4,w...or •.
•
houses and America,
dwelling
two
the
with
the
to
Federal-State
Market
SPACE CENTER, Romeo
he also is listed in
Cocker Spaniel puppy, female, no major
the church, according to Hill "Who's Who in the South and
temperature change
News Service. Most grade pricSHOPPING
(UPI) — The Apollo 12
is free to someone who would through the
Morgan
and
period. Normal
Southwest," "Who's WO it.
nauts, in excellent health an es held fairly well in line with
give it a home. Call 753-4635. highs 41 to
DAYS LEFT
The Sinking Springs church American Education,"
50. Normal lows 24
Monday's levels. A few small
showing DO signs of 1
"Amerito 34.
and Parker house were destroy- can Men of Science,"
germs, end their 17-day quaran gains occurred but were offand in
midnight
after
on
fire
by
ed
by
an
set
equal
number
of
lossthe National Registry of Scitine this afternoon 18 ho
morning.
the
Both
Tuesday
Precipitation
will average aes.
entific and Technical Personnel
earlier than scheduled.
e,
round three-quarters of an inch
Quality of offerings compered
"While doing your Christmas Murray Fire Department and
When they leave the $15 milor more occurring mainly be- planning don't forget the ser- the Murray Rescue Squad were
don Lunar Receiving Labora- favorable with Monday's. Prini
fore the end of the week.
vicemen in the military hospital called to the scene of the church
tory at 3 p.m. EST today, it cipal markets were low to good
at Ft. Campbell", says the lo- fire, but efforts to save the
will be the first time since be- leaf, fair lugs and fair flyings.
Spec. 4 Glenn E. West
cal chapter of the American church were of no avail.
fore their journey to the moon, Gross sales in the eight-state ii CHRISTMAS SEALS FIGHT EMPIffSIMA c
402-70-8718
The brick church building
area
Red Cross.
Monday
totaled
28,986,312
3 TUBERCULOSIS AND AIR POLLUTION
started Nov. 14 they have seen
270th Trans. Det. (DS.)
I
The Calloway County Red was erected in 1959 and has a
their families without the bar- pounds and averaged $69.31 per
APO San Francisco,
WILKESBARRE, Pa.(lin —
Cross chapter will participate congregation of approximately
cateenensase
riers imposed to prevent the hundred. This was the lightest IfieeCiatitoe4
Calif. 96233
daily volume of the season but
as usual in the annual Christ- 450. Rev. Terry Sills is the past- A 17-week legal fight over an
spread of any germs they may
The Hazel Woman's Club will mas ward party. If you belong or. It is located on the Wiswell autipsy on the body of Mary Jo
the average was 67 cents above
have picked up during their
A1C Stephen G. Nanny
have a Christmas dinner meet- to a group that is looking for Road with its cemetery across Kpechne, killed in an accident
the level for the previous sale.
trip.
405-64-7418
ing at the Triangle Inn on a service project, 01- if you as ,e r Jd frmn the church.
rv )1ving Sen. Edward M. KenCherie' Total marketings for the season
gave
Physicians
CMR Box 478
Thursday, December 11, at 6:30 an individual would like to do
Rev. Sills said this morning nedy's auto, may be settled towere raised to 342,026,447 pouGorConrad,
Richard
F.
"Pete"
Carswell AFB, Texas
. m.
ONE CITED
nds averaging $70.27.
something for a sick or wound- that the regular monthly bus- day.
don and Alan L Bean such a
76127
Mrs Jerry Thompson will ed serviceman the chapter iness meeting will be held toReceipts of the Burley Tobac- r-1
Judge Bernard C. Brominski,
clean bill of health the quarive the devotion. Each mem- would appreciate your calling night at the Lynn Grove School presiding judge of the Luzerne
One person was cited by the
co Growers' Cooperative remainantine release time was advancI
PFC. Richard K. Hutson
is to bring a' gift for her them at 753-1421 to find out and that he and the church County Court, was to announce
ed heavy amounting to 28.5 per Murray Police Department yesed by 18 hours.
2580386
ret pal.
cent gross sales Monday and terday. This was for not having
what is needed.
members are grateful to the nis decision on the autopsy reTo be released with the moon stand at 28.9
Ser. Co. Ser. En. Hq. Rect
per cent for the a helmet while riding a motorquest filed by Edmund S. Din.
explorers were 25 others who mason.
MCB
cycle.
is, district attorney of Dukes
have lived in isolation — four
Camp Pendleton, Calif.
County, Mass. at 9:30 a.m. EST
technicians and seven scientists
92053
The battle began Aug. 15
locked up 10 days ago afte
when Dinis filed a petition tc
they were accidentally expose
PFC Marilyn J Alexander
exhume the body of the 28
to moon material, and 14 in
WA-8161581
year-old blonde secretary from
port personnel who kept t
WAC Detachment
her grave in nearby Larksville
quarantine area operating.
Fort Sills, Oklahoma
Her parents have opposed all
In Washington, space agency
73503
moves for an autopsy on their
officials were expected to apdaughter, who was their only
prove a March 12 launch date
PFC Joseph G. Morgan
child.
and a target coiled Fra Mauro
2529197
A district court judge in Edin the foothills of the lunar
Hdq. Co. 9th Comm. Bn.
gartown, Mass., has deferred
highlands for Apollo 13, the
M.C.B. 29
setting a date for an inquest inthird moon landing.
Palms, Calif. 92278
to Miss Kopechne's death pendThe three Apollo 12 pilots reing Brominski's ruling on an
quested the space agency have
autopsy.
government limousines standing by to take them home for
their fire real family reunions.
All three have visited freMembers of the Rizpah Clown
quently with their families in
TWO "MASSACRE" WITNESSES emerge from the Pentagon
Unit
took part in the Christmas
The Amateur Radio Club will
hearing in Washington to be questioned by reporters. CWAI
the isolation laboratory since
Parade on Saturday morning 1.1
meet tonight (Wednesday) at
they got to Houston — and
Hugh C. Thompson (left), helicopter pilot who earned a
Hopkinsville.
7:30 at the "Shook" on ChestConrad has performed babyDFC for rescuing 16 Vietnamese'children caught in a crossThey were Don Robinson,
nut Street (Old Kindergarten).
sitting chores in the visiting
fire, replies "no comment" to nearly all questions. He is
Norman Klapp, Bill Moffett,
A spokesman said the purroom while his wife Jane did
one of those who instigated complaints about what happened
Edsel Beale, Joe Dean Watkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Robinson of Murray were presented with Kentucky
pose of the meeting is for the
Christmas shopping — but alVietnam.
And
Colonel
Capt.
Ernest L. Medina.
Comat Song My in South
Bruce Wilson, Irvin Carpenter,
missions by Past Potentate Dundee Fulford at the recent Shrine Ceremonial in
planning of an amateur radio
ways through a germproof
Madison$3, itho commended the company in the Song My and My
Troyfihephard,
and
ville,
Mr.
ThompKentucky.
Mrs.
station for all members bkthe
Robinson
receives
her
certificate
glass barrier.
at
the
left
and
Mr.
Robinson
at
any
shoot
did
not
"No,
child
I
in
My
says
Lai area.
Lai, and. son.
this right Robinson Is president of the Murray Shrine Club and is highly
club, obtaining new members,
During their last day in conactive in the organno. I did not order any rgissaere in My Lai. I did not see
Part of the group also were
Nation. Map Shrine Golf Tournament held annually here In Murray, is one
'
and future improvements of the
of
the
outstandanivillans shot at My Lai. I did .see some bodies of wo—men
irUhe Christmas parade in Pa- hill Shrine •vents In the Madisonville area. All of the clowns of
station
Rizpah
Temple are from
(Coettinued on Page 16)
and children ... approximately 20 to 2R civilians."
th
ducah on. Saturday night.
urray Shrine Club which includes members from Benton and Fulton.
kny person interected in ama
teur radio is invited to attend

Dr. Kodinan
To Give Talk
On Violence

eight

Memphis Exhibit To
Be Here On Dec. 18

Tuesday's Burley
Sales Show Drop

WEATHER REPORT

I Sp4 Glenn E. West
Now In Thailand

Apollo 12
Crew To End
Quarantine

i
i
1
1
i

Red Cross To Give
Christmas Party
At Fort Campbell

13
c-

=

Send Christmas Card
i To A Service Man

Hazel Club Plans
For Dinner Meet

Battle For Autopsy,
Kennedy Case, May
Be Settled Today

"

vd:No.‘

Rizpah Clown Unit
In Saturday Parade

ND

Amateur Radio Club
Plans Meet Tonight
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WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER 10, 1969

Storm Troopers Could Hit Your Area, But They're On Your Side

THE LEDGER & TIMES

PUBLISHED by LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
lac., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The 'Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, 1942.
1M N. 4th Street, Murray, Kantaaiq 42071

Your area may be hit by "sto- pointed in that area will immed- the work quickly and efficiently. vice to a claimant who really
rm stroopers" at any time,
iately report to the local managTo teach its storm troopers, needs your help makes it worThey'll come in, give your er on the estimated volume of Quality Adjustment brings new thwhile."
town as quick a survey Is they claims The manager determines employees to its training school.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
can, and then they'll clear out. if it can be hsuktled by his local Here
Generally, troopers will work
the men learn how to esBut you won't be sorry.
staff, or if outside help is need- timate the time to repair dam- from sunrise to sunset and later,
We reserve the right to reject any Advertinng, Letters to the Editor,
These storm troopers are the ed.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not
aged sheet metal, checking met- They will try to settle as many
for the tiel4
kind that do good. They follow
Interest r' our readers.
If the manager can handle the hods and tolerances, policy in- claims as possible, so they can
upon major disasters in an area situation locally, he will mane- terpretat
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE W/TMER 00, 1509
ion and the multitude of get home sooner to their famili- flood, fire, storms of various uver his own mai:power in his
Madison Ave., Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y,
skills necessary to adjust an es.
types - and their purpose is to area. If not, he will get ia touch automobi
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich
le claim. They also resee that you get paid for the with Mr. Woolsey in New York. ceive intensive instructi
on in
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
damage inflicted on your proper- Mr. Woolsey will determine how mobile
While the background of the
home and dwelling repaiSecond Class Matter
ty.
many adjusters and field super- rs.
troopers Is varied, most have
More prosaically, the storm visors must be sent in from out8UI3SCIPTION RATES By Carrier in Murray, per week 33s, per
How low the storm troopers had considerable experience in
Month $1 52 In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 0.50;
troopers are known as insurance side areas.
remain in your town will depend dealing with the public. They not
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere 814.00. All service subscriptions $8.00.
adjusters, appraisers or phyWhen the storm troopers move upon the volume of claims.Some- only have to be expert appraisers
sical damage specialists. Some Into an area they usually set
times several
troopers will and adjusters but also should be
"Tee Outstanding Civic Asset ot a Community is the
act as independents, some repro- themselves up in a rented mobile "batch
Integrity of be Newapoper
it" in a rented motor adept at diplomacy and persuasent insurance companies, some home or office. They advertise home or
sion.
local motel.
are employed by firms specializ- In the local newspaper, asking
So, if your area is hit by a
A
Little
Hectic
WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER lu. 196.9
ing in this type of work.
all who have claims to phone
"Sometimes life is a little catastrophe, look for the storm
You can often identify the the number listed.
hectic," one adjuster notes,"out troopers. They'll help you get
storm trooper, He's agile - you
the satisfaction of being of ser- back to normal.
can't crawl around damage if
Speed Is Stressed
your bones ache. He drives a
"We move quickly," Mr. WoBy UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
late model car - that's how he olsey says,
"because we want to
got to your town so quickly. He see that
people are inconvedusually wears soft-soled shoes ienced as
little as possible by
PHILADELPHIA - Eighteen dollar-a-week part time domestic
- he has a lot of walking to do, the
dinaster. The sooner our
Mrs. Edith waters explaining why she went on a six-day search
some of it may be done on the people settle
their claims, the
for the owner of $100 she found on a bus:
toof of your home. He often has sooner the people
hurt by the
"If I had lost the money I would want somebody to return it to
a folding stepladder attached to disaster
will get back to normal
me at Christmastime. Keciing the money I couldn't live right.
his car because he may have to living.
My conscience is with me to death."
do some climbing.
"Also, the quicker we get to
ONE TRACK MIND-There were no injuries when these two
How They Operate
the
damage, the less additional
trains
tried
to use the same track at the same time at a
NEW YORK- A furious saleslady at Saks Fifth Avenue department
Let's take a look at how one damage there will
be. In catasrailroad station in Oslo, Norway.
(Cablepboto) company specialiring in claim
store when some rampaging demonstrators tried to enter the store
trophes, there can always be
to flee police
and appraisal work operates:
additional damage from exposure
"You can't do this. This is cake"
Headquarters for Quality Ad- to the elements or from
looting
the conversation. The young &gr. justment Service,
Inc., a sub- after the initial cll.:as-ter."
eed
that
the
generatio
n
gap is sidiary of C.I.T Financial CorWASHINGTON - Sen. Norris Cotton, R-N.H., accusing Commerce
But what does an individual
due in part to the double standarc poration, is in New
Secretary Maurice Stans of allowing a flood of textiles, shoes,
York City. storm trooper do?
practiced by some parents and From there Gray
and other imported goods on the U. S. market:
Woolsey, vice
the public in general.
"We're the dumping ground of the world."
president, swings Quality's CatSuppose your car is damaged
Sue Dempsey of Lyndhurst, astrophe Mobilizat
ion Program In a storm and you file
a claim
New Jersey is considered by the into action once a
CHICAGO - Judge Julius Hoffman replying to Mrs. Anne Patrick
dinaster strik- through your insurance
agent.
ag faculty as very level - minde4 es. As Catastrophe
Kerr, M.P. testifying in the trial of the "Chicago Seven," who had
Mobilizer The agent tells the storm troopLEXINGTON, KY.- Why wou- In her philosophy. "The world he assumes the
Informed Judge Hoffman that she can be addressed as "the
responsibility er, and as soon as he can
the
ld eight young men and women, Is everybody's concern," voic- of directing any member
Honorable Member for Rochester and Chatham":
of Qu- trooper will inspect your car.
"That's a little too long. I'll just call you Madame Witness." all reared in the busy life of ed Sue, "and we cannot hope to ality's staff of about 300 adjusHe'll
look it over thoroughly
the city, decide to choose ag- live as a society if we continue ters from any part of the
nation - he's an expert on car repairsto cultivate suspicion and deceit to the catastrophe
riculture as a way of life?
area. The and writes his own estimate
.
Enrolled in the University of In our attitudes." Sue plans to country is divided into areas
Then he approaches the repair
Kentucky College of Agriculture work in the Federal Extension and each area has its own
man- shop of your choice. The troopat Lexington, Kentucky, are sev- Service of the 1_1. S. Department agerer estimate represents a fair
&EDGER & TIMES FILE
eral urban students who believe of Agriculture. She prefers the When a catastrophe occurs
in price on the work to be done
that life on the farm offers a Extension Service because of her the United States, adjusters keyso that the repair shop may do
personal conviction that helping
rewarding future.
The East Fork Clark's River Watershed Conservancy District
Roger Freeman of Paducah, others is the solution to many
has received word that federal assistance is now available for Kentucky, described
life in the world problems.
the installation of work of improvement in the East Fork Watershed. city as a "rat
The students agree that rural
race." "I like
Murray State woo 67-61 over Texas Wesleyan in a basketball the outdoors
," voiced the affable life offers a new challenge to
aka,
game in the Sports Arena last night.
young man, "and doing my own young adults vexed by indecision
Members of the American Legion Auxiliary met Wednesday thing."
and
anxiety.
They
share a philoCoincidentally, all of
In the home of the president, Mrs. L H. Key. They wrapped gifts the students
expressed a mutual sophy of "helping man to help
for patients at Outwood Hospital.
feeling that society is in desper- himself," as Doris Whitton of
DOG LOO, it's called in Brighton, England, with gravel and
Johnson's Grocery is celebrating its 17th anniversary this ate need of help
an inviting post. It's their answer to
- not so much Lexington, Kentucky, explained.
U.S. "Curb Your Dog."
week,
the
financial
kind,
but
assistanc
•.#
e
The
stereotyp
e
of
modern
the
tOlirri nos
of a spiritual nature.
1
farmer is not only agriculture,
Miller Welch, Lexington, Ky„, but bu..41bess, too. Hence, the
nrilliNeisersnr-*F
=ern.,
is a tall youngster who really term agri-business was torn, rknows exactly where he is going and rural living in contemporary
- to the farm. "I've had it with society is indeed togetherness.
LEDGES•TIMES FILE
city life," he exclaimed. "I like This togetherness is relented
to work with the thought in mind in the inter-dependence of rural
that I can see the final product," and Urban Communities providing
Gerald Fitts, 13 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Fitts, The youngster
was seated on the the business and agricultural
was hit by a car at 10th and Poplar Streets last night. He suffered corner of a table
in the Agricul- products for a nation facing a
a sprained knee.
tural Science Center at the Univ- total population of more
than
Lynn Grove, Kirksey and Murray Troop 45 were represented ersity of Kentucky.
Gathered ar- 300 million by the year 2,000.
in a Boy Scout meeting at the Woman's Club house on December ound the table
were eight agricOther urban students attending
13.
ultural science majors - all the University of Kentucky
Colle"Buel Stroud and Tom Rowlett got the limit on Canada honkers "city folk'',
but convinced that ge of Agriculture, and planning
near Wickliffe", from the column, "Seen & HeardAround Murray". rural living
END OF ONE-DAY MUSICAL BASH- Tons of debris and a few
is the salvation for farm careers, are "Skip" Althoff
Rey. A, M. Halley will speak Sunday at the Oak Grove Baptist
hundred cleanup volunteers are all that remain along the
young adults who have grown of Columbus, Ohio; Wade
Newell,
Church.
Altamont Speedway outside Livermore, Calif., following
weary of air pollution, student Louisville, Ky.; Marcia Juett,
the
biggest one-day musical bash ever staged. An estimated
disorder, beatniks, phonies, and Frankthrt, and Jeanie Harlowe,
the five o'clock traffic.
300,000 young rock fans gathered for the free concert by
Silver Springs, Maryland.
the
Welch brushed his neatly Rolling Stones and 20 other rock groups. The concert was
cut hair with his hand and conmarred by four deaths, two births in a Red Cross van, and
BEST SELLERS
tinued. . . "I don't believe in
hundreds of "bad tr1;s" on drugs.
(UPI)
restricting my life to a nine
(Compiled by Publishers' Weekly)
to five schedule. The freedom,
Jesus salt unto him, Thomas, because thou hast seen
me, and the thought of cultivating
thou hest believed; blessed are they that have not seen,
ON SALE AT OUR BOXOFFICEII
and a growing thing from the soil FliF
yet have believed.- John 2029.
GODFATHER - Mario Pine
.
Is what excites me about farm- THE LOVE MACHINE
- Jacqueline
Must we like Thomas see to believe, or can our faith stand
ing." Several of the young adults
Susann
solidly on its own feet, without a sign?
THE
ANDRIJME
.DA
nodded in agreement. The words
STRAIN
Nfichael Chriehton
were spoken with sensible meanTHE PRETENDERS - Gwen Davis
ing, and not the snarl of contempt PORTNOY COMPLAI
NT Treaty of Paris, officially
many people associate with modPhilip Roth
ending the Spanish-American ern
NAKED CAME THE STRANGER youth.
13y United Press International War and giving Guam, Puerto
Penelope Ashe
"The trouble with many collRico and the Philippines to the
THE
HOUSE ON THE STRAND ege students is dissatisfaction
Daphne
du Manner
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 10, United States.
with themselves," he continued. THE SIVEN MINUTES - Irving
In 1901 distribution of the "When
the 344th day of 1969 with 21 to
Wallace
most students riot, th
first Nobel Prizes began on the are
follow.
really calling attention to A PLACE IN THE COUNTRY annivers
ary of the death
The moon is between its new
Sarah Gainham
their own temporary failure in THE
PROMISE - Chaim Potok
Alfred Nobel,
phase and first quarter.
life. Not from poor grades in
In 1941 Japanese troops
The morning stars are Venus
Broadway's smash musical nOw
college, but failure in meeting
landed on northern Luzon in the
and Jupiter.
Nealletleu
the most exciting movie in years!
their responsibility as adults. In
The evening stars are Mercu- Philippines.
short, they really don't want to
ry, Mars and Saturn.
THE PETER PRINCIPLE - Laurence
grow-up," said Welch.
APOLLO 1$ CREW -Informed sources at Space Center, HousOn this day in history:
I. Peter and Raymond Hull
--ton. Tex., say these three astronauts will be the Apollo 15
There wasn't a hippie in the
In 1817 Mississippi was
A thought for the thy: Emily group; not a love bead in th THE KINGDOM AND THE POWER
crew scheduled to visit the Moon late in 1970. They are
- Gay Talcse
admitted to the union as the Dickinson said, "Success
from left) Col. David R. Scott, San Antonio, -Tex.; lelaJ:
is building, and the logic spok THE MAKING OF THE PRESIDENT
20th state,
counted sweetest by those who was worthy of world statesmen.
Alfred M. Worden, Jackson, Mich., and IA. Col. James,B.
1968 - Theodore H. White
In 1898 Spain signed the never succeed.
MY LIFE WITH JACQUELINE
Some dissent was evident
"
Irwin, all Air Force officers.
KENNEDY - Mary Barelli
Gallagher
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Hurricane Gladys
NEW YORK-Only one hurricane-Gladys-hit the United
States in 1968, says the Insurance Information Institute. The
storm, which hit Florida in.
October, caused $2.58 millihn
insured damage.
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Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer

"What would you
I im?"
he asked,

give for
"Make me an
ffer. Any offer at all."
"Okay," Finley capitulated.
I'll give you a thousand
llars."
"You got him," Dark said.
Fine. But then it suddenly
dawned on Peters the Indians
would have to pay Pizarro's
expenses for moving from
Cleveland to the West Coast.
Under the players' agreement
the sum was $900.
Peters got back on the phone.
He pointed out the little detail
about the payment to Pizarro
and asked
Finley, as a
sportsman, whether he wouldn't
agree to take care of the sum
even though the Indians were
supposed to do it under the
rules.
Stands On Rules
"I'll stand on the rules," said
Finley, the businessman.

Royals Beat
Knicks For
Second Time

ik

TIMES

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY — DECEMBER 10, 196:0

*14 SPORTS

McGuire Thinks Gamecocks
Can Win National Cage Crown

MIAMI BEACH (UPI) —
sippi and Mississippi State? No,
You'd never believe it, U you
By DAVID MOFFIT
Southern Conference:
didn't see it.
UPI Sports Writer
Davidson, 27-3 last year, Is
By Untied Press International
There were Charlie Finley
willing to match its front three
and Alvin Dark, all buddyATLANTA (UPI)— Frank Mc- of Mike Maloy, Doug Cook and
The glory belongs to the Nee
buddy, sitting with their arms
Guire thinks his South Carolina Jerry Kroll against anyone. But
York Knickerbockers. The Ctn.
pratically around each other in
Gamecocks can win the nation- Terry Holland, who succeeded
cinnati RoyaLs are happy tc
one of those soft couches they
al college basketball champion- Lefty Driesell as coach, must
settle for a win.
SAN
DIEGO, Calif. (UPIa'
e
good ones were letr.°)V.„
have here in the lobby of the
ship.
come up with an effective
By DAVID MOFFIT
New York and Cincinnati
Various
National Baske
hotel were they're holding these
Failed to IniPsbve.
But they'll have to beat North guard duo to compete national', UPI Sports Writer
\
aave engaged in two down-toAssociates pitayer.s have
"In years past," continued the Carolina, where McGuire won a ly.
baseball meetings.
the-wire battles in the last two the
San Diego Rockets ax
These were the same two
East Carolina, Furman, Rich0aTL.4NTA (UPI)—Bear Bry- assistant, "we have always had national title back in 1957 to
weeks. The first one was the
losing this season because th ant,
guys who had no use for each
mond and George Washington
stung by a poor-for-him 6-4 a half-dozen boys who were prove it.
Important one for the Knicks, are
flaying "very selfish bask
There's no denying South are considered about on par
other at all during the 1967
season and two straight bowl around here for, a couple of
and they won that game with a
ball" with every man th
season when Finley fired Dark
losses,
says Alabama's visit to years before maturing late to Carolina looks like a champion. with each other with The
brilliant
stretch
firsish
at of himself.
as his manager over some
the Liberty Bowl "is not going become good football players. But, as McGuire has often Citadel, William and Mary and
Cleveland Nov. 28 to set an allIt takes a cohesive unit to
The past couple of years, we've complained, no matter how well Virginia Military bringing up
players' letter which Dark said
to be a fun trip."
time National Basketball Asso- a
winner in the NBA
he hadn't seen, but actually
The Crimson Tide, which had few who've made similar an Atlantic Coast Conference the rear again.
ciation record with their 18th
molding one is usually
team does during the season, Independents:
had.
posted its worst record in more improvements."
consecutive victory.
coach's job.
than a decade, returns to the Bryant figures Alabama would one loss in the ACC TourThat was in Washington when
Jacksonville University plays
The Knicks were working on
San
Diego
Coach
J
the A's still were operating out
practice field today to start eed plenty of work the next nament and you can forget the most of the other major
a new streak Tuesday night
McMaho
n
wasn't
able
of Kansas City. They're in
Southern independents this winpreparations for its Dec, 13 week or so even if it had had NCAA crown.
when they hosted the Royals, accompl
ish this in three sea- meeting
That's what happened to ter so it shouldn't take long to
Oakland now, and Dark is with
with Colorado at Mem- good season.
but this time Cincinnati pre- sons
and
he
was
fired
Tuesday. phis.
"Colorado Is a lot Hite MU McGuire's "super sophs plus get a line on the tall and
Cleveland as manager and
vailed, 103-101, It was only the
"We felt the team was not
pretty much everything else.
"We look to the Liberty Bowl which beat Alabama 20-15); big one" last season. They got reportedly talented Dolphins.
"You realize, of course, after third loss in 29 games this moving,
" said General Manager as a
Were Sitting On Coach
we get through giving him his season for New York,
dance for our seniors to• d strong with a lot of depth. bumped out of the ACC
Pete Newell, "and think we
Anyway, he and Finley were travel expenses we're going to
redeem themselves," Bryant rimarily a running team. Any Tournament by a Duke team
Combine For 53 Points
have an opportunity for the
sitting on that couch Wednes- net only $100, don't you?"
said. "We don't consider the earn that beat Missouri (Colo
- they had beaten twice during
Archie Clark and Hal Greer playoffs
."
day evening with Dark offering Peters asked.
game a reward but an oppor- ado won 31-24 to hand 6th- the regular season.
combined for 53 points to carry
Newell, former head basket- tunity."
All Starters Back
anked Missouri its only loss)
'Frilly Horton and Finley telling
"I stand on the rules," Finley the Philadelphia 76ers to a 123ball coach and later athletic
All of last year's starters are
him, 1"No-,
This will be Bryant's 16th as to be good."
99 victory over the Los Angeles director
, Alvin, we're not laughed.
at the University of bowl
back.
That includes
John
going to give you Chuck Dobson
game as a head coach—
And he did.
Lakers, and in other games the Californ
ia, said a new coach three
TOP CONTENDERS
Roche, the ACC player of the
for him."
Not only that, but Pizarro Chicago Bulls beat the Phoenix
with
Kentuck
y,
on
had not been selected and that
year who averaged 23.6 and 6with Texas A&M and a doz :11
You'd never believe it.
finished up the season by Suns, 109-102; the Atlanta
he would take over the team
Nor would you believe what pitching some good ball for Hawks edged the San Francisco
Straight years with Alabama. HOUSTON (UPI) — Flanker foot-10 Tom Owens who led the
until someone could be picked. But
happened concerning these Oakland.
he hasn't been a winner Jerry Levias of the Houston league in rebounding. Add 6Warriors, 117-115; and the The
Rockets
host
Atlanta since the 1967 Sugar
Oilers and running back Carl toot-l0 sophomore Tom Riker
same two individuals late this
It's hard to believe, but there Seattle Supersonics defeated tonight.
Bowl—an
Garrett of the Boston Patriots who averaged 26.16 points and
that's beginning to gall him.
past season.
they were sitting on that soft the Detroit Pistons, 109-104,
McMahon
had
been
were
the
tabbed
Tuesday
by 18.3 rebounds with the frosh By United Press International
Juan Pizarro, the veteran couch Wednesday evening all
Fred Foster's basket with 41 Rockets
Lost Last Time
' coach since the club
Houston
Coach
and McGuire figures that's
Walk
Lemm
La.,,t.
as
lefthander, was the protagonist buddy-buddy.
year,
seconds left
after
a 35-10 loss
provided
the was formed three years
ago. to Missouri in the Gator Bowl, the top contenders for rookie of enough to go all the `way—
Pete Maravich scored 42
Yup, Charlie Finley and Alvin Royals
in the incredible comedy for
with
their winning nder him, the
Rockets won 63 Bryant made it
the year in the American especially since Lew Alcindor is points Tuesday night to become
which Hollywood still may buy Dark.
margin, but the big men in d
clear
that
if
Al
lost 133, garnering a abama
the NCAA's eighth-place allno longer at UCLA.
the movie rights.
their attack were Oscar Robert- layoff
was invited to another Football League,
berth last year.
Actually, North Carolina fi- time point producer in basketbowl
"our
Pizarro, it seems, got it into
son and JOhnny Green. Roberts
preparations will be
McMahon said when contacts differen
gures to be the fourth team in ball.
his head he didn't particularly
t."
son, no surprise, led all scorers
later Tuesday, "The personthe South.
The Louisiana State senior
Bryant, a gentleman of th
with 31 points, and Green, wti ity
feel like making a trip with the
conflicts involving the Old
Kentucky, the Southeastern has tallied 2,372 points in his
school who seldom berates NAMED MANAGER
celebrated his 36th birthday team
Indians from Cleveland to
made a change inevitable. his
Conference favorite, and David- two-year, two-game career. He
players in public, nearly alDetroit. So he went up to Dark
Monday, contributed 21 points Unfortun
ately for me it is Ways
son, in a class alone in the replaces George Dolphin of
blames himself when Ala- PHILADELPHIA (UP1) —
and 10 rebounds,
and asked him how much it
easier to make one change than
bama plays poorly. He said al- Andy Seminick, former catcher otherwise weak Southern Coo- John Carroll on the NCAA scorBill Bradley and Walt Frazier any..0
would cost him to miss the trip.
ing list. Dolphin scored 2,357
ter
CHICAGO (UPI)— Prelimina- each had 23 points for the
last year's Gator Bowl, just and coach of the Philadelphia ference.
Question Is Infuriating
The best independent -In- the
collegiate career.
as he did after last Saturday's PhIllies, was named by the
The question infuriated Dark. ry sifting of applicants for Knicks.
Phillies Tuesday to manage South
could be unheralded 'Marayich's scoring binge led
loss to Auburn:
National Basketball Association
Philadelphia, leading 57-54 at
"Two-fifty," he snapped.
Jacksonville (Fla.) University. LSU over Loyola of New Or"I did a poor job of coaching; their Reading farm team in
To Dark's utter consterna- franchises was expected today halftime, outscored the Lakers
The Dolphins, 17th a year ago leans 100-87 for the Tigers' secI didn't prepare the team prop- Eastern League.
tion, Pizarro whipped out his at the winter meeting of the 34-22 in the third quarter to
•
have two seven-footers anu ond straight victory. Other
erly."
check book and wrote out one league owners at a suburban wrap up their third consecutive
eight others who are 6-5 or Southeast action saw Tennessee
'He
victory.
motel.
doesn't
come right out and
Clark had 30 points and
for $250, the sum Dark was
better,
down scrappy Centenary 66-62,
say it, but one is given the imCommissioner Walter Kenne- (Green 23. Willie McCart
fining him.
Atlantic Coast:
Mississippi fall to Northeast
Dark was so beside himself dy said he had "serious doubt" scorea 21 points for the Lakers, By United Press International prese‘on that if things go wrong
South Carolina, North Caroli- Louisiana State 85-80, Georgia
In the Liberty Bowl, it won't be
he immediately instructed Hank that the bidders for the two who were playing without the
na, Duke, The Gamecocks and Tech beat Rice 87-57 ana JackA tie was more appealing tart for lack of preparation.
Peters, Cleveland's vice pres- franchises to be added in the Injured Jerry West.
the Tar Heels probably will sonville trounce Mercer 102-65.
Rochester than Quebec Tuesdayl What has happened to cause
Vaults Into Second Place
ident of player personnel, to 1970-71 season would be deterdominate regular season play
Tonight's skimpy schedule has
Alabama to fall from perfect
Bob Love scored 32 points night.
call up Finley and offer him mined at this time. Instead the
but don't forget that one loss Mississippi State meeting Memfinal decision probably will be and Jerry Sloan 24 for Chieseso
The two clubs played to a 3-3 seasons and great bowl success
Pizarro.
and you're out tournament rule. phis State in the Liberty 130wl
to its present state?
The conversation went some- made in January at the All-Star who vaulted past the losin43 deadlock in the only Ameri
Wake Forest was 18-9 last Classic at Memphis and GeorGame.
Not Enough Quality
Warriors into second place in Hockey League action of
thing like this:
year
and bears watching but gia Tech at Southern Methodist.
It
the
"Poor
Western
was
niters:
flight,
underst
but for the Arnesi
•
recruiting," replies
"Yon
Divisioe. It west
ood that at
can
have
— Murra}tyou can forget about Clemson,
Maravich
Bryant. "Blame it on or
sank two free
Pizarro if your're interested." least eight cities had bid for the only the second victory for the the point gained was enough
ITIgh'S TfOrs blew a 20-point Maryland and Virginia.
throws with 4:35 remaining in
franchises, among them Bulb. Bulls in their last six games move them past Hershey ascii tmnt. Although we've gotten lead, but
Finley: "Not interested."
silil managed to out- Southeastern Conference:
the first half to put LSU aline
lo,
Cleveland, Minneapolis, and the second loss for Phoenix into undisputed possession of' most of the boys we've gone last Trigg
Peters: "At all?"
County 72-68 in an
Adolph Rupp's
hopes of for good at 33-31 after the TiHouston, Portland, Ore., Mem- In its last rive. Dick Van first place in the Western after, the past couple of years action-filled
Finley: "At all."
high school basket- retiring at Kentucky with his gers had trailed six
we've been caught short o
times. LSU
Then Dark got on the phone. his, Tenn., and Kansas City. Arsdale led the Suns with 25 Division.
ball game here Tuesday night. fifth NCAA crown
were jolted led 51-39 at the half.
The successful bidders were points.
Rochester took a 2-0 lead in quality football players."
Makes Offer
Coach Bob Toon's Tigers held this summer
Tennessee also won its second
when Mike Casey
Walt Hazzard put in three the opening period but the Aces Actually, Bryant isn't being a 37-22 halftime
expected to be charged about $3
advantage and was injured in an automobile game of the young season
bemillion for their entry into the clutch free throws in the managed to draw even at 2-2 on entirely fair with himself or his moved out front
by the 20 early accident. But Rupp, who had hind Don Johnson's
points
circuit.
closing minutes to provide goals by Claude LaForge and recruiting staff. Injuries also in the second half
before
TrIgg's
only one senior on last year's and a 22-point output by Hobbs
It
was
understood
that Atlanta with its victory over Darryl Edestrand by the end of have played a role in Alabama's full-court press brought the
23-5 squad, still has Dan Issel Croft. But the Vols had trouble
decline.
Portland, Houston, Cleveland San Francisco, Lou Hudson the second period.
visiting quint back. Trigg out- and
Mike Pratt and some fine- with Centenary until an aggresKent
and Buffalo were the favorites scored 31 points and Bill
Douglas
gave the Three expe , ted defensive scored the Murray five 18-16 in
looking sophomores.
sive defense forced crucial turnin the running to get the new Bridges 27 for the Hawks, but Americans another lead at 4:33 starters didn't play at all. Sam- the third frame and
28-19 in the
If Kentucky falters, the SEC overs by the visitors in the
game honors went to Nate of the final period, but Rosaire my Celler‘tedt, all-Southeastern high-scoring fourth
franchises.
quarter.
probably
will
be between closing minutes.
The owners also will discuss Thurmond of the Warriors with Paiement tied it for good at Conference middle guard in 1968
Murray's 8-2 Allen Hudspeth Vanderbi
Ole Miss roared off to a 12lt, paced by Perry
quit; ace defensive back Tom- paced the Tiger
12:56 of the session.
the schedule for playoff games 34.
triumph with Wallace, and Tennessee, led by point lead over Northea
NEW YORK (UPI)— Ashland
st Lounext spring and probably settle
Quebec is third in the my Wade broke his leg, and 20 points and 16 rebounds,
Bob Rule scored 16 points in
even
College, already displaying a upon the
the fourth quarter, and finished Eastern Division, eight pointsi highly regarded sophomore rov- though the big senior center Bobby Croft. Auburn, featuring isiana, but the visitors rallied
program.
tenacious defense in the first The current
John Mengelt and sophomore behind Roger Stockton's 43-point
league television with 36 to lead all scorers, in behind second-place Springfield. er Lanny Norris broke his arm, sat out the second quarter beweek of the season, received a contrac
"That's
the
pacing
way
it
went," a cause of foul trouble_ David Henry Harris, considers itself performance to win the game
Seattle to its victory
t, which expires this
prize worth holding onto today year, also
the conference dark horse,
in overtime. Larry Sautters'
Bryant assistant said. "We Alexander, Steve Hale
will be discussed and marking the first time this
and Pat
when it was selected the No. 1 the owners
Georgia has 6-11 Bob Lien- layup gave Northeast Louisiana
started out minus three defen- Lamb also contributed
will get a report season the Supersonics have
double- hard and some flashy outside an 81-79 lead
team among small college from their
in overtime and
sive starters, then ran out of figure scoring efforts for
television consul- won two in a row. Lennie
the shooters. Florida lost big Neal the Indians padded
basketball teams in the first tants, Mar McCorm
their lead
linebac
kers. We were forced to Tiger's.
ack and Jay Wilkens scored 25 points for
Walk but has Andy Owens and with foul shots.
weekly ratings of the United Michaels.
make do. Alvin Samples and
Seattle and Dick Snyder added
Dwight Martin and Eddie RadCoach Tommy Bartlett insists
Press International Board of "I don't think
Georgia Tech hit 63.3 per cent .
Pete Moore are fine offensive ford sparked Trigg's effort
we'll take any 12.
with that Gators won't be out of the of its shots
Coaches,
in gunning down
perform
ers
action on television," Kennedy
but
they
23
were
out
of
and
21
NEW
points
YORK
irspec_tI
vely.
(UPI)—
First
running if 6-10 Gary Waddell's Rice, Bob Seemer scored 20
The Eagles of Ashland, Ohio, said. "We'll
Murray, winners under the
just look at the
weekly small college basketball position on defense."
drew one less first place ballot situation."
points and Rich Yunkus had 19
Adding to Alabama's problem boards to the tune of 44-32, hit back improves.
ratings of the 1969-70 season
than did ruruaerup Kentucky
in pacing Tech to its fourth
FUR CARDS INJURED
was
the fact that the Tide didn't only 30 per cent from the field
with number of first pla e
Wesleyan, but they were named
"Pistol Pete" Maravich straight victory.
get to keep all the players it and 12 of 27 from the line. Trigg
votes in parentheses:
on all 30 ballots submitted this
hasn't made LSU a contender
Seven-foot-two-inch Artis Gilrecruite
ST. LOUIS (UPI).— Four St.
Some
d.
managed
quit
and
some
but
25
per cent from
Team
Points
week, Ashland, with eight first.
flunked out and
Louis Cardinal players were 1. Ashland (8)
not enough the field and cashed in 18 of 27 before and, even though he'll more scored 34 points and
248
place votes, wound up with 248
pack them in everywhere he grabbed 32 rebounds as Jackreported injured in Sunday's 49- 2. Ky. Wesleyan(9)
at the stripe.
201
points.
plays, he can't do it alone this sonville slaughtered Mercer.
6 loss to the New York Giants, 3. Evansville (3)
Murray
now
stands
2-0 and
192
Kentucky Wesleyan, the
time
either. Alabama, Missis- Rex Morgan aided Gilmore with
The Cards said safety Jerry 4, S.W. Missour
Trigg
dropped
to 2-1.
i(1)
150
choice of the coaches in the
22 points.
Murray
Stovall suffered a strained 5. Am. Intl. (2)
30 ST 53 73
145
r0.10,1 county
DALLAS (UPI)— Bob Verga, neck,
11 22 40
pre-season balloting, dropped
defensive tackle Fred 6. Eastern N.M.(1)
NICARAY (TM—Hudspeth 20. Scott 68
112
8,
the second place with nine first- who started his professional Heron injured a knee,
McCuistoo 4. Alexander 14.
Purdue 100er 64
Williams 2,
corner- 7, Gannon (1)
Lamb 11, Hale 13,
86
place votes and a total of 201 cage career in Dallas three back Roger Wehrli
Tenn
TRIGG
66
CO. (4181—Radford IL Martin
4sry 62
had a 8. Alcorn A&M
80
2.3. Redd 4, Barnes 10,
points. It failed to receive even years ago, came back to haunt bruised arm and Ken Gray
Alexander S.
Columbia 61 Rutgers 42
Ladd 4
an 9. S.W. Louisiana (1)
60
teammat
his
es Tuesday night ailing leg.
a 100-place mention from six
NYU
84
CCNY
47
10. S. F. Austin (1)
56
scoring 35 points to lead the
coaches.
Pace 93 Pratt 68
11. Cheyney St.
51 Rill
Evansville was third in the Carolina Cougars to a 122.-117
77 Mass 73
12. Howard Payne (2)
38
voting with 192 points, followed victory over the Chaparrals, in
Penn 84 Virginia 63
13. Tennessee ASA
36
by Southwest Missouri vrith 150 the only scheduled ABA game.
Iowa 81 St. Fran (Pa.) 68
KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
14 Central State
29
Verga pumped in 19 of his LEAGUE EXPANDS
points, American International
Iowa St. 89 Minnesota 84
BASKETBALL SCORES
"FOR THAT DIFFERENT CHRIS
15. Puget Sound (1)
27
TMAS GIFT"
(145), Eastern New Mexico points in the third quarter but
By United Press International
St, John's (NY) 76 W. Va.
16. Oglethorpe
16
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(UPI)—
(112), Gannon (86), Alcorn Dallas kept pace with the
Wchta
Ariz,
98
St.
St.
80
17. Illinois State
We Carry AB ...
11
A&M (60), Southwest Louisiana Cougars until late in the fourth The
Southern
League
an- 18. (Tie) Eastern
Nebraska 62 Duquesne I
Murray 72, Trigg Co. 68
Mich.
10
quarter
The
game
.
was
tied
nounced
at
Monday
(60) and Stephen Austin (56).
it will expand
PET SUPPLIES and FISH SUPPLIES
LSU 100 Loyola (La.) 87
So. Marshall 62 Hickman Co. 52
(Tie) So, Dalt, St,
10
from six to eight teams for the 20.
Five coaches from each of 116-116 vrith 1:45 remaining.
Jacksonvl 102 Mercer 84
Mayfield 86 N. Marshall 79
(Tie)
Indiana
St.
9
Carolina pulled away on four 1970 season, with the addition of
the seven geographical areas in
Georgia Tech 87 Rice 57
Central City 91 Hopkinsville 78
(Tie)Irvine
9
the country vote each week for free throws and a field goal to clubs at Mobile, Ala. and
Dayton
72 Louisville 56
Wingo 76 Fulton 61
Others
(receiv
ing
five
or
take
the
win.
Jacksonville, Fla.
their top 10 teams with points
Berea 82 Centre 78
Ballard Memorial 66
more
points)
Trinity
InternaGlen Combs led the Chaps
Other teams in the league are tional,
distributed on a basis of 10-9-8Concord 80 Beckley 74
Fulton C,o.60
Springfi
eld,
Nor
folk
Located 4th & Sycamore
7-6-5-4-3-2-1 for votes from first with 32 points including five Charlotte and Asheville, N.C., State, Stetson,
Kenyon 118 Wooster 112
Paducah St. Mary 85
Capitol,
Ro,kthree-pointers
four
,
them
of
in B I rmingham and Montgomery,
to 10th. Thirty coaches took
Lenoir
Rhyne
Elon
77
74
Fancy
Farm 48
hurst, Northern Illinois, Boise
the fourth quarter.
Ma., and Columbus and Savare
part in this week's voting.
Calif 69 San Jose St. 62
Bowling Green 86
State.
aah, Ga.
Eastern Ore. 76 Whitman 53
Franklin -Simpson 78
I

Rockets Accused
Of Being Selfish

1

Southern Sidelines

Pistol Pete
Pours In
43 Tuesday

Applicants For NBA
Franchises Sifted

Aril*

Rochester, Quebec
Tie In AHL Game

eel and
r Dog."

r

*

ay

Tigers Hold
Off Trigg To
Win By Four

gs

Ky. Wesleyan
Drops To 2nd

Small College
Cage Ratings

Verga Scores 35,
Cougars Top Dallas

Basketball Score

MURRAY-AQUARIUM AND PET SHOP
— PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE —

so

20% Off Everything In Store!

BIG 10-DAY SALE
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Mrs. Olga Freeman
Guest Speaker For
Theta Department

—
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PACE

511115,

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

• •

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. Olga Freeman was the
guest speaker at the meeting
of the Thata Department of
the Murray Woman's Club held
on Monday. December 8, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the even611E54.1M.•1111111• ••••1115. ••1515. ••••••• •M•55 545.
ing.
.11
The speaker who is an elementary librarian for Calloway
County Schools gave a wonderr,
ful review of the book, "The
Other Wise Man" by Henry
and crepes mat snape to me
By GAY PAULEY
Van Dyke.
figure, crushed
velvets in
UPI Women's Editor
Wednesday, December 10
Mrs. Freeman was introducspring weights, quilted silk
The women of the Oaks Courel
ed by the program chairmaa,
crepes, organzas and chiffons,
try Club will meet for bridge at
NEW YORK (UPI)— A law
Mrs. Ken Adams, who presentThe frills are back in the
9:30 a.m. at the club with Kaed her with • gift of apprecia- decade is almost here and with
By Abigail Van Buren
form of ruffled necklines and thryn
Outland 753-3079 as hostion.
it comes an old, familiar word sleeves, starched lacy trims,
Mrs. Olga Freeman, left, is shown being presented a
tess. Call for reservations by
The
department chairman, In fashion— the word pretty,
DEAR ABBY: I am sitting here, drinking my eighth cup
gift of appreciation by Mrs. Ken Adams, program chairman,
the familiar white touches on
Mrs. Cliff Campbell, presided.
Tuesday noon.
Pretty is a tame adjective to navy. And
of coffee and feeling very depressed. I need someone to talk
for her book review at ffie meeting of the Theta Department
with it all, for
•• •
Mrs. Castle Parker, finance describe spring 1970 trends
to so I am writing to you.
in evening, designers again are
of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. Cliff Campbell, departchairman
,
asked
for
voltuiteers feminine apparel, but that is cutting
Three weeks ago I lost my job, and since then I've been
ment chairman, is pictured on the right.
The Welcome Wagon New
big flattering sleeves,
to work at the selling of cock what's happening
after an era slaching waistlines and
all over Chicago looking for work, but I haven't had any luck.
plunging
books and place mats at the of tough harsh clothes
comers monthly bridge w
with a necklines
I see a sign in the window saying HELP WANTED, so I
two Murray banks prior to the lot of
meet
at the Student Union cafe
oanstruct
ion.
Now,
the
The look is pure Victorian,
go inside and the receptionist takes one look at me and says,
Christmas holldays.
tests at 7:90 p.m.
fewer the seams, the better the except
for the necklines. Even
"Sorry, we aren't hiring right now."
Members brought gifts to be collections,
•• •
the hair styles ale affected by
sent to the patients at Western
I know why I get turned down without even an interview.
The Pottertovrn Homemakers
"It's going to be chic to be this "pretty"
rundown of major trends in
look—the hoggest Club
State Hospital, Hopkinsville. pretty,
I AM FAT!
By GAY PAULEY
will meet at the Holiday
It's going to be stylish style in the
other
jewelry, said sculptun
big
salons
is
Refreshm
the
ents were served to to be feminine,"
Abby, can't people be a little kinder and just let me fill
Inn at ten am.
UPI Women's Editor
says designer Gibson Girl, piled high
looking items abound. So do
the members and guests by th3
onto the
• ••
out the application blank? Then at least I'd feel like I was
Cell Chapman, a long time
Victorian items to go along
crown and up off the neck
bostessAss, Mrs. Roy Starks, Mrs
The New Concord Homegetting some place.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Give a with the trend 6 nostalgia in
proponent of the girly look and xcept
for
Eddie
a
few
Shroat,
tendrils,
Mrs.
William fabled for her evening
Just because a woman is fat doesn't mean she can't
clothes. copied right from Charles Dana makers Club will meet at the girl enough rope...
other feminine apparel. It is
Pingston, and Mrs. George LioCommunity Center at 10:30 LW
The new spring and summer here that chokers,
To be sure, all the fanciful
work. In fact, a fat person would probably work twice as
bibs and dog
On.
ibson's drawings.
for
a
Christma
s party.
jewelry is so full of ropes of collar necklaces, phis enamel
hard just to prove she can produce.
Guests for the meeting were things that marked the late 60's Circular and pleated, swirly
•
e
•
pearls, chains and beads in a and filigree pins come in.
still are around— the maxi coat, skirts,
Well, Abby, I'm off again, looking for a job. I honestly (Mrs. Freeman, Miss
feathers and shawls
Anita HenThe Harris Grove Homemak- riot of colors that a woman can
feel a little better being able to tell this to somebody. Thanks
don, Mrs. Linda Donoho, Mrs the mini and midi skirts, the earmark the trend too. One
SEASON'S GREETINGS
capture her man simply by
for listening.
Doris Key, Mrs. Gail Miller, trousers suits.
YOUR FAT FRIEND
master of the ultra-feminine is ers Club will have a Chrectonas
looping
him
But
in.
the
soft
wave
is on the Fer dinando Sarmi who
. Jean Miller, and Mrs. Virputs luncheon and party at the home
The rope trend comes from lighting
DEAR FRIEND: A "friend" does more than listen. He
way, say most of the designers feathery
Pmframs
.cetrem
ilpr
ony
tt rh6e9 tree
'a Swann.
borders on silk prints of Mrs. Bill
State
Wrather at 11 am. the "versatility for creating
speaks out wisest there is something his friend Deeds to hear.
and manufacturers participat- f his
•••
long formals with their
• sr •
dramatic effects," says the Capitol parried Ups' message of
ing in this week's series of weeping
Feeling sorry for yourself won't land you a job. And deal
skirts. Typical: feagood wishes to Kentuckians
shows for the nation's fashion ters
The Ruth Wilson and Wes- Jewelry Industry Council, a
expect some kind-hearted soul to put you on his payroll out of
dyed to coordinate border
f
the governor:
trade
organizat
ion.
press, radio and television a
charity for the obese. Face it, most fat women are not as
big shawl which wraps a leyan Circles of the WSCS of
Spokesmen for the Cultured "Mrs. Nunn and I wish you
the First United Methodist
representatives.
attractive as their Dermal sisters. (And they're not as
handsome "entrance" dress.
and your family all the joys of
Church will have a potluck sup- Pearl Associations, also a trade the Christma
Part of the trend shows in the The
s season with the
healthy. either.) They may be "'ether," or better sports
works— in a pink and green per
group,
add
and
that
models themauction at the social
new fabrics, super thin wools silk floral.
because they know they are "Number Two" and must try
hope that
joys continue
hall at 6:30 p.m.
selves have been a factor. They throughout those
the yew.
.
Miss Anita Hendon, bridei
harder.
O s.
take
their
own
ropes
wear
to
elect of Jerry D. McAlister, was
And glace aortae WANTS to be fat, these who are lugging
doing a designer's fashion ougommeemommum‘
honored with a miscellaneous
a let ef excess weight may as well wear a sign saying, "I
Thursday, December 11
show, the designer likes the
December
Saturday,
tea
on
1,
HAVE NO SELF-CONTROL"
The Cumberland Presbyterian look, starts featuring it, and
at the home of Mrs. Lou's
Women of North Pleasant Grove other designers climb
Se, de yourself a favor, and quit asking for compassion
on the
Slusmeyer, 1902 Gatesborougk
es the part of ethers. See year doctor; and get on a diet. And
needs is a good five cent Church will have a Christmas bandwagon.
By GAY PAULEY
Circle, Murray.
.
Holiluncheon
party
the
at
and
If you can't do it alone, get in touch with TOPS or WEIGHT
cigar,"
it came from Thomas
The ropes are versatile,
UPI Women's Editor
Hostesses for the OCCaSi..2
• s
'
WATCHERS.
Riley Marshall, the vice pres- day Inn at 12 noon. Sunshine that's for sure. Some of th
were Mrs. Dan Faiwdr
.dij .
a14
revealed,
new
will
be
friends
ident
from
[P. S. If year obesity is due to a glandular disorder or a
1913
to
1931,
who
models in New York's ready-toNEW YORK (UPI)— In the
Mrs. ShismeY11..
names drawn, and gifts exchangcondition which you are helpless to control, forgive me, this
wear market combine the long
From her trousseau, Miss next year, a pretty brunette had just listened to a passel of
t
Ii
E
r
A ifN
IOM
?
E
tl
s'-WAG
1,S
ed.
v
letter is net for yea.)
Hendon chose to wear a winter named Judy Lynn Prince, 27, oratory about what this country
ones— 60 inches—for 120 inches
•• •
white knit dress accented with will travel 40,000 or more miles needed.
The Westside Homemakers of pearl to wind around the
-, o—
There are good five centers
a burgundy scarf at the neck. pushing a good five cent cigar.
DEAR ABBY: Helen (not her real name l and I have
will meet at the home of throat and in graduated strands
Club
today,
she
said,
Her
simply
mother,
because
Mrs.
downward
Irby
to
E.
Also
cigars
the
Henwaist
at
and
10
cents,
25 cents
been married for 14 years and have five children. We are
Erwin at 10:30 a.m.
_
automation has cut labor costs Mrs. Gracie
don, wore an aqua knit suit and on up the money scale.
A potluck luncheon will be below.
both 36 years old.
The
with accents of green. Corsages
and
consequen
tly
the retail served.
Also showing are eight, nine
Why is a comely lass, winner
_
A while ago Helen joined a GROUP THERAPY group. of white carnation
s were pre- of several beauty titles, doing costs on them.
•• •
even 10 stands worn around
[You know, people just sit around and talk about their sented to both the bride
Buffeted by the persistent
-elect promotion for a product usually
the throat for that old-time
problems.] Well, Helen is the only married person in the and her mother by the hosGrove 128 of the Woodmen choker or dog
question about smoking and
considered, in this country
collar effect.
'
.../
of the World will have a Wear
teases.
group.
the ropes hanging down
least, something for masculine health, she answers that you're
hostess
can
help
you
Christma
s
dinner at the Wo- the back instead
One evening a fellow from the group picked Helen up and
not supposed to inhale cigar
Guests were greeted at the consumption?
of the front,
over the anxiety of.,getman's Club House at 8:30 p.m.
smoke
door by the hostesses, the bridcdrove her to one of these meetings. He brought her home at
and
besides,
the
surgeon
Use them as a belt. Or, fill in a
"Well," said Miss Prince in
u s.
ting acquainted in n ly
I:10 a. m. Helen said they stopped for a cocktail on the way. select, and her mother, and were an interview, "more women are general's famous report in 1964,
low cut dress with a . bib of
814,7queldjngs and m
4 asked to sign the
The
Hazel
Woman's
Club
will
guest regis- adopting the European custom. updated in 1967, listed anyone
tiome. Another time Helen accepted a dinner invitation with
meet at the club room at seven jewelry.
''Vori feet- at "Ho
ter. They were then shown to We estimate
another man (torn the group.
At the pearl association's
100,000 American- who consumed fewer than five p m.
Sweet Home," again.
the
gift
table
which
was
cigars
covera
day
"non
a
smoker."
women have turned to cigars
fashion show this week, the
She says she is innocent of any wrong-doing. I believe
•• •
ed with a white lace cloth and
She will bring gifts and
and the ranks are growing.
ropes were shown with the
her, but I feel her conduct is a potential threat
to our tied at the corners with white
vital information' from
"Appropriately, I'm from
The Welcame Vilagon New- most casual of daytime dresses
marriage. Am I wrong to object.
satin bows adorned with lily-ofOW FASHIONED
your neibor
gh
hood b
Tampa, Fla. (cigar making
and trousers to the most formal
comers
Club
will
meet
at
the
DEAR OLD FASHIONED: No. Every group therapy the-valley and miniature white country). I've had a lot of work
new and civic leaders.
Community Center at 7:30 p.m evening wear.
wedding bells.
•• •
group has a "therapist." Talk to Helen's, and ask him
The show was one in a series
bow
Refreshments of tea cakes, in radio and television and
The South Murray Homemak- :of some 50 sponsored by the
you should handle this problem.
punch, mints, and nuts were before this job I travelled The Calloway County High
Phone 753-2.371
ers Club will meet at the Holi- 1 American
designers
group,
served from the dining room selling coffee.
chapter of the Future Teachers day Inn for
Christma
a
luns
designers
111,U) U I
"I
guess
and
manufact
they
urers
figured my f America held its regular
DEAR ABBY: For years I have been driving four table which was overlaid wi.n
me
am.
participating in a week-long
a white linen cutwork cloth. cross-country appearances for onthly meeting on Wednes- cheon at 11 •
neighbor girls and my daughter to school every
••
The Most
day. I The focal
presentat
the
ion
Coffee
of
the
newest
Informati
in
Service
on
point of the table wi;
y, November 28, with the predecided not to join a car pool because I figure as
Famous Basket • eVTle- ita'rit
long as I a lovely centerpie
ready-to-wear and accessories.
et.. 11
ce of freih were good pr eparation."
dent, Kathy Stubblefield, prein the World')
am driving anyway I may as well take
Friday,
December
12
The
a car full. white baby mums and
shows
concluded Friday.
Currently, Miss Prince is iding.
snapThe Hazel Elementary School
Incidentally, we have a nice new car with six seat
The jewelry council, in a
assistant director of the Cigar Jaoey Kelso read the scripbelts and I
gons.
will have its annual Christmas
am as dependable as a "clock."
0
Mrs. John Griffin presided Institute of America, a 26-year- ture from Psalms 121. The min- program
at
the school at seven
We've lived in this neighborhood for many
old trade organization made up utes were read by the secretary
t the crystal punch bowl.
years and I
p.m. All grades will participate
know all the parents, but I don't see them
Fifty-two guests called
socially. Of course
r of manufacturers and allied and the report was given by in the program.
all the mothers know that I chauffeur
firms
sent
like
gifts
packers
between
and
the
band
the
treasurer.
hours of
their children every
•• •
morning because I pick them up at their doors.
wo and four o'clock in the at makers. She's the first woman
C011ege
The business included preernoon.
executive in the institute's parations for a party to be givThe North Murray HomemakNow I don't want a medal or anything, but
11 Olive Blvd.
when I meet
•••
history.
one of the mothers in the market or at PTA,
en at the Paradise Orphan's ers Club will have a potluck
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
not ONE mother
luncheon
at
the
Once
home
hired,
Mr.
of
Home.
she
switched
has ever said "thank you" to me.
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-1/152
from cigarettes to cigars, and
A program on "Pupil Conduct and Mrs. B. J. Hoffman at 11 I
If parents are so thoughtless about
showing their
a.m. Gifts will be exchanged.
boned
and
up
Disciplin
well
was
on
e"
presented
her
facts
for
appreciation for a good deed, is it any wonder
that these kids
•• •
newspaper interviews, radio by Sharon Underwood, Jan
think the world owes them a living?
and
television
appearances Brower, Katie Counts, and DeSaturday,
December 13
This has been on my mind for a long
bra Hall.
around the country.
time, and if you
A bake sale will be held in
print this, it may wake up a few mothers.
•
•
•
The Nature's Palette Garden Eight billion cigars are sold
But please don't
front of Belk's starting at nine
use my name or location.
Club met on Friday, December yearly, at least 15 million
Priced
a.rn., sponsored by the MurrayIRRITATED
5, at nine a.m. at the Commun- American men use cigars, she
Calloway County Jaycettes.
From
Only
ity Center.
•• •
said, and the cigar has been
exchanged
Mrs.'Lentils risk presented a praised throughout literature—
The Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. Dan Billington, secre very good lesson on "Decoup- "A
woman is only a woman but
Jaycees and Jaycettes will have
ry, read the minutes, called age". She displayed a number
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Pat a dinner at the Triangle Inn at
a rood cigar is a smoke,"
he roll, and gave the treasur of plaques and different techHodges of Hazel Route Two are 5:30 p.m. with a social to folwrote Rudyard Kipling„
by BULOVA
r's report.
niques she had used.
And as for the origin of the the parents of a baby girl, Ca- low at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ellis Pascbsdl opened h tr
president
Charlie
The
Mrs.
,
Rena,
weighing nine pounds Mrs. Charles Tubbs.
familiar "What this country rol
Eight members and three viahome for the meeting of the
Inexpensive but far from cheap . . . with
Stubblefield, presided over the
•• •
7% ounces, born on Saturday,
South Pleasant Grove Home- togs, Mrs. Mealy Erwin, Mrs. business meeting. A letter of
the
priceless styling, the painstaking
Decembe
r
6,
at
7:90
The
Murray
p.m.
State
at
Universit
Lily
the
y
Bruce Wilson, and Masmakers Club held on Monday,
resignation from Mrs. 0. C
Murray-Calloway County Hospi- Art Department will have its
craftsmanship,the world-renowned Bulova
December 8, at den-thirty o'- r Mike Wilson, were present. Wells was read and accept id
Christmas sale in the Univerrs. Wilson became a new meinclock in the morning.
Jack Haynes of Murray Route tal.
guarantee. See our exciting collection.
with regret by the club. Mrs.
The new father is employed sity School auditorium from
r.
Two
has
been
dismissed
from
Douglas
Ha
acted as secreta.y
the
at
Murray
Division
nine
a.m.
to
five
of
p.m.
the
The president, Mrs. Milford
Paducah.
in the absence of Mrs. Kenton Lourdes Hospital,
•••
Tappan Company,
•••
Orr, presided. Mrs Dennis Boyd
Other members present,1e
Miller who was out of town.
,i.
Grandparents ire Mr. and
Sunday, December 14
read the scripture from the se! previously
.
mentioned, weae Mrs Cletus Robinson gave the
Mrs R. L. Wade has return-ie
,,
William
Mrs.
all
Barnett,
The
Murray
Murraa,
State
Universit
ond chapter of Luke followed Mrs. Clifton E. Jones, Mrs. Auty
ed to her home on West Main
.v,
treasurer's report.
by prayer by Mrs. Paschall.
al.
rey McReynolds, and Mrs. Kent
#4
Street after an eight weeks' wit. Thomas Hodges of Murray Art Department will have Its
Ze
,144si
Route
Five,
and
iChristma
Mrs.
s sale in the UniverEssie MorA potluck luncheon was serv Simpson.
st '
t„
i• '4,s..:..
Mrs. E. C. Jones, a former it with her daughter, Mrs. James
sity School auditorium from 12
The January 12th meeting member, was welcomed as
ed at the noon hour with Mrs
Vaughn of Pontiac, Mich. She ris of Murray.
45 •
-:,
'.'''''.
,e 2
^' Billy Bruce Wilson asking the will be held at one p.m. at the visitor and said she plans to be- came by plane to Memphis, Great grandparents are Mr. noon to five p.m.
l;A. /
f.
;
AO • '
and
Mrs.
E.
L.
Barnett
and
•
•
•
Mr.
home
of Mrs. Dan Billington.
%.1 blessing. Christmas gifts weri
/ti.':
,
.
'
Tenn., and spent a week with
come a member again soon.
/
.
.51
and
Mrs.
a
I
W.
G.
Garrison,
all of
During the afternoon Mrs. R. another daughter, Mrs Robert
is .---- •
:
;;.....),
..c. ...N _ /\
N V/
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Lao%
Q. Knight, Mrs. Jones, and Mrs. Rowland,
iI ..• - ,.
before
returning his Phillips of Almo Route
5
5
•
1
7
On'.
.ki
c
i
Burman Parker fished a plaque home last Saturday.
,
Se.
\ i 6 4
I
At the noon hour a delicKelly Lee is the name chosen
Fa C WANTS TO QUIT
-40
tout meal was served by Mr:.
The
Woman's
Missionar
Mr.
by
and
Mrs.
y SocPeter ScarsDouglas, Mrs. Knight, Mrs. Horn
#
#
I4
Claiming it can't make money dale, 1111 Olive Boulevard, iety of the Elm Grove &spied
and Mrs. Fisk who furnished
k
Murray,
Church
observed
any
for
the
week
their
more,
of
the
baby
girl,
23-mi1e
Frank
fresh tomatoes from her garfort di Cincinnati all-freight weighing six pounds seven prayer for foreign missions
den.
ounces, born on Saturday, De- with meetings at the church
railroad, sometimes called
Those present were Mesdames
cember 8, at 7:50 p.m. at the each day last week.
Bourbon
Route"
because
of
011ie Brown. Ha Douglas, S. L.
"In The Power of His Spirit"
4
whiskey-transportation on its Murray-Calloway County 11spi.1'
''
Horn, Eunice Miller, Lennis
MIME SS — Clasuc MINE "A"—Ilaised Ill MITE "a" —17
was the theme of the progra n ,1I
1116111 silos 41"—
,eLijmo:1%
,
pcito4
enti
nrelswiPI
Fisk, Cletus Robinson, Charlie Frankfort-Georgetown link, has tal.
I
Ier:is
bigrownc
t
Siyr
, 1 atin 0 jewel; 1we
p
ir;:i
asked the Interstate Commerce The new father is a student presented from the church marid center
Stubblefield. Humphrey Key, R.
$12.15
$16.15
gazine,
Murray
;22.95
Royal
Service
Commissi
at
State
on
(ICC)
Universit
to
allow
y.
it
to
Q. Knight, E. S. Ferguson, BurThose taking part were Mesallow it to cease °negation.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scarsman Parker. ansLE. C. Jones.
The little railroad, which for dale of Park Ridge, N. J., and dames Earl Lee, Brigham Fut• ••
merly connected
Frankfort, Mr. and Mrs. James Cregan if rell, Alvin Futrell, Robert Wes-Lingo
with a main line of the Louis- St. Charles, Mo., are the grand- ton, W. H. Weston, Harry Shekel!, Albert Crider, Thannie
AUSTIN, Tex. ville and Nashville - Railroad at parents.
IUPI)—Children should begin to Paris, was established 98 years
Great grandparents are Ma Parker, Keys Keel, Walto
SIC N. 4th
153--8/44
learn a second language in ado. The ICC announced a pub and Mrs. Chris Callahan of Fulkerson,
George
Causey,
nursery school, kindergarten or, lic sawing on the road's la Spokane, Washington, and Mr. Charles Burkeen, Pearl Moore,
at the latest, in first grade, says quest would be held in Frank and "rs. Charles Stagg of Sau- Mason Thomas, and Bessie ColIMP
fort.
son
gus, Mass.

Feminine And Pretty Styles Featured
In Spring Apparel Shows For Spring

Don't seek compassion,
go on a diet

New Spring And Summer Jewelry Full
Of Feerls, Chains And Beads In Colors

Miss Anita Hendon
Honored At Shower
At Slusmeyer Home

Pretty Brunette Promoting Smoking Of
Cigars By American Women In Tour

1

lthinAiloitf.

Calloway High
FBLA Has Meet

Call Linda Adams

,
4

i

Mrs. Lennis Fisk
Gives Lesson For
Garden Club Meet

The Extravagant Watch

$1295

Paschall Home Is
Scene Of Pleasant
Grove Club Meet

CARAVELLEe

PERSONALS

Week Of Prayer Is
Observed By Elm
Grove WMS

wftweteetwartftwontHWATA%

/ FLOCKED TREES

3

Beautiful Scotch Pine,
Heavily Flocked

3

(We Will Deliver)

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER

NOWA*RIVfiPiNfiVaktAl

P'

LINDsEyrs

al
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WE NEVER CLOSE
NEW STORE HOURS

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK
resented a
chairman,
lepartment
oil, depart.

WE OOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

BEL-AM SHOPPING CENTER

WEDNESDAY — DECEMBER 10, 1969

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

We Reserve The Right To Limit.
Prices In This Ad Good Thru Dec. 9th

riry Full
Ps Colors
Dr trends in
;aid sculptur
bound. So do
to go along
nostalgia in
ppar el. It is
, bibs and doc
plus enamel
Dine in.
EETINGS

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

is

WHOLE

Ready To Go

BAR.B.Q

FRYERS

be 1969 tree
at the State
message of
Kentuckians
r:
I wish you
U the joys of
son with the
ioys continue

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

Ld.25

Beef
Pork
Chicken

Lb.980
Lb.5R
5/$1.00

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
MARTHA WHITE

4E
HOME
IN

FLOOR

ugok.
help you
ety of _get-

*d in
and mil
"Ho
"again '
gifts and
Ltion from
•hood busiic leaders.

49

5 LB. BAG

Adams

ITY

7U-237111

ICE MILK

39t

ers
GAL.

SSE

:ch

r•

Nith'
tine
toys

COUNTRY STYLE

OLEO
PATTIES
8 OZ1

SWISS STEAK
RU
MP
RO
AS
T
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
ROAST
WI
EN
ER
S
SLICED
glAB BACON
EIE
TONI D JOWL
CR
),,
EA
MP
IE
S
HYDE
1E
BUTTER
ilMORYTON0N CREAM
PAF PIES
LIMA BEANS
CHILI
APPLES
POTATOES
BANANAS
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

ENGLISH CUT

SS

RED DELICIOUS

UT Mill "II"—
Jewels Two die
Nit
$te IS

19

LB. e"
•

49C
79t
590
3Fcs$1

12 OZ. PKG.

LB.

BREAD
20 OZ LOAF

19

JAR
18 OZ.

590

590
5 $1
6 1C5A0Nf $1
31AONZS

)i GAL.

FOR

PILLSBURY

CAKE MIX

3 ,Eczs $i

$1

DOUBLE LUCK
EA.

WHITE

GREEN BEANS

10 LB. BAG490

GOLDEN RIPE

YIN*

BUTTERNUT

LB.

1-,O

With Beans

CRACKERS

LB.

8°NELESS

KELLY

MERIT

880

LB.

cz $1

AN
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JENNIS NUNN A PRINCESS

COMMISSIONER MILLER
on Kentucky
Agriculture
by J. Robert (Bob) Miller

Chimera:a'aid femily went to
Washingtm at the inivtaticut
Prendent Nixon to alOssisd
a special conference for governors and their families on narcotics and ding abase.
But Jennie had another reason. Jennie, the Nona's 18-yearold daughter, a freshman at the
Vaivereity of Kentucky, was to
be crowned by her tattier as
K,entuckys cherry Woman princan.
Sbe VW voted this honor by
the Kentucky Society of Widthimam and her name will be
placed on a spinning wheel
from which the 1970 Cherry
Biome= Festwal queen will be
chosen next spring.
The governor also was to attend a foreign affairs brng
by members of the President's
adiinet and staff. Besides Jennie, the party included Mrs.
Nunn and 17-year-oid son,
Steve.

Hospital Report
ADULTS 92
NURSERY 8
DECEMBER 6, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Carol Hodges and NOY
Girl, Rte. 2,Hazel; Daniel Brady,
Box 335, Hart Hall, Murray; Mrs.
Manor Scarsdale and Baby Girl,
1111 Olive Blvd., Murray; Jaunts
McDougal, Rte. 5, Box 295, Murray; Mrs. Janet Furgerson, New
Concord, Mrs. Ardee Riley, ZOO
Walnut, Murray; Mrs. Sue Overby, 107 Hickory Drive, Murra);
Mrs. Hanle York, Rte. 1. BentoL;

WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER 10. 1969

People from every part of our ission on Population Growth and
nation - concerned people repr e- the American Future, which he
seating every level of our econ- is proposing to Congress. It has
omy - attended the recent Pres- been well-received by Congress
ident's White House Conference and by church and civic groups.
on Food, Nutrition, and Health. Taken together, these three
It was* privilege for me topart- measures should virtually elimicipate in this historic milestone inate the problems of poverty
and approach to this national as a cause of malnutrition. Their
problem with which we have been dollar cost is high, but their
dealing for years - but apparent- practical benefits are immense
ly unsuccessfully.
TWO NEW INDUSTRIES
- and cheaper In the long run.
To meet with other invited
Location of two new indusdelegates likewise filled with
es, I expect the results of
pure compassion; to hear the this Conference to be not just tries in Keiniaacky was announviews of all levels of our econ- words, but action. We at the ced by Governor Nunn, 01111
omy; ancLto help in finding the White House Conference were near Georgetown, the other at
solution to the problem on the ba- concerned about the lives of mill- Shelbyville.
sis of these views and reco- ions of Americans - too young, Johnson Service Co. ol
mmendations - all of this was too old, or too hurt by life to waukee plans the first R manmost rewarding. And I believe, do without our help. And we are utactures control devices such
very strongly, that the Confer- concerned with bringing the re- es thermostats. The $1 million
ence set the seal or urgency mainder of America to under- plant scheduled to open next
on our national commitment to stand what we seek and to join November will eventually anp/oy 225 Kentuckians.
put an end to hunger and mal- us.
Charles GrevrmeYer,
nutrition because of poverty.
said Plastic Parts, Inc., of
At the same time, the ConTHE APPRECIATED GIFT!
I shall go beyond my statutory
which he is vice prescient,
ference marked the beginning requirements - in time and in
SEAMLESS MESH
plans to open its furniture parts
of a new more-determined, and effort - to do all I can to ach- plant at Sheibyville
in April
more-concerted drive than ever ieve these ends.
and provide employment for abefore. Malnourishment is a natbout 50 Kentuddens.
ional concern, because we are a
nation that cares about its people
- how they feel, and bow they
live. We do care whether they are
well and happy.
First of all ,there is a moral
imperative. Our natinnal conscience requires it. In this richest
Sheer and clear seamless mesh
and best-educated nation in the
nylon hose, knit for stpooth and
world, with all of our agriculflattering fit. Holiday and winttural abundance, we can not coner shades.
tinue to live with our conscience
if millions of people are unable
to get an adequate diet.
Even in practical terms, there
are compelling considerations. A
child ill-fed is dulled in curiosity,
lower in stamina, distracted
from learning. A worker ill-fed
is less productive more often
absent. The mounting cost of
Ging*. Tyros,
medical care for diet- related
Cathy Welborn
illnesses and remedial educatiShe has completed 10 years
on, for institutionalization and
as a CH member.
Special guests at the recent
Miss Welborn has carried
loss of full-productive potential- National 4-H Congress in Chion safety projects for the past
all aA these cause a heavy econ- cago were Secretary of Agrifive years. She is a sophoCuddly soft and warm cotton flannel
omi?.3xtrleir that many people eultiwe Clifford M. Hardin
more at Austin Peay State
and Miss America. These and
gowns in regular and waltr'lengths.
do not really consider.
University at Clarksville,
Solid colors and colorful prints. Cut
Secondly, we were urged by scores of other notables were
Tenn., majoring in home ecoPresident Nixon to support the among the people who greetfull for sleeping comfort.
nomics.
ed the Kentucky delegation
reform and evpansion ofthe Food during
Her congress host and spontheir Chicago visit.
Stamp Program - designed to
Among the state representsor of the safety program was
complement the welfare reform. atives were two southwestern
General Motors.
I was happy to report that 119 Kentucky girls who claimed
The Cooperative Extension
of Kentucky's 120 counties (all 1969 state honors in the home
Service of the University of
except Bourbon County) either management and safety 4-H
Kentucky selected the state
award recipients.
are on stamp or USDA - donated programs.
Ginger Tynes, 18, daughter
Box of
food programs. And I likewise
was pleased to report, that in of Mr. and Mrs Russell Tynes
13 to 20
FARM
MAY
BECOME
PARK
Kentucky last year, an average of Quality, has concentrated
Gay and colorTid Christmas
of 34,000 students daily (5,620 on home management tasks
The state taw offered to lease
cards.
past
the
for
years.
five
Prior
Wonderful assortment
of them free) were included in
to winning the state award, 465 acres of stateowned farm
including religious cards.
the School Breakfast Program
Miss Tynes had earned seven land directly acvoss the Kenfrom USDA-donated foods. And Logan
tucky River from the State Cap.
County medals.
our School Lunch Program also
Tupperware sponsors the Rol to the Capital City Softgrows each year, with the target national 4-H Home Manage- ball Association for use as a
of reaching every needy school
park, with a number of restric2-SLICE POP-UP
child with a free or reducedment program, and provided tions.
ELECTRIC
cost lunch by the end of the
Lease
the land, formerly
her expense-paid trip to the
current school year. The USDA
used for farming, would permit
congress.
Cathy Welborn, 19, daugh- such developments as a swimprograms are administered by
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wel- ming pool, softball field, boatyour Kentucky Department of Agborn Jr., of Elkton, had the dock and camping and picnic
riculture.
best 4-H Safety project in the areas, but would prohibit, aThirdly, President Nixon also
state. This was a happy end- mong other things, a swimming
asked our support on the CommAutomatic pop up
ing to her final year in 4-H. beach on the river.
toasters . . . adjust
able to desired
browness.
polished chrome
finish.

LERMANS,
,

Gie HER a Gift that will please and be Practical ...
Select From Large Collection!

NYLON HOSE

I

Fur Trimmed and Untrimmed

Attend Chicago 4-H Congress

'
Vals. to $29.98
Vals. to $34.98
Vals. to $39.98
There's an outstanding selection of styles, fabrics and
colors i neach of these sale priced groups. They're all wool
coats . . eery one with warm Millium lining. Rich furs
add to the smart appearance of many of these fine coats.

2"

Deposit Will Hold on Lay-Away

GIRLS' WINTER COATS

CHRISTMAS CARDS

50‘

of

TOASTER
$8

Centenniarae_crafeat.
pbook 1PPq

X12 OVAL BRAIDED RUES

"MkilIVINV

Of all small things
That have most power to grow
Few may be larger than a few small words.
c These lines, written by,a Man for whom
'.‘ signal observance of the centennial of
his birth is due, proved true in his own case.
This was Edwin Arlington Robinson, born Dec.
22, 1869, at Head Tide, Maine, a collateral descendant of Anne Bradstreet, first American poet.
to be puolished abroad (1650. in Englandi.
He was "a somewhat solitary and dreamy boy
who did the family 'chores' with patient integrity and escaped whenever he could to books and
writing." Ibis resulted in his being sent to Harvard. tlis tittendance was cut short by his being
called 17161he, -where the father and both the
pOrers Orothers had been stricken with incurable
diseass," one biographer summarized.
Various attempts in Maine and Boston to earn
a living for the survivors and himself having
been futile, Robinson went to New York City
with portfolios of verses, hopeful of selling these.
A collection printed and hawked by himself was
followed by a publisher's taking chances on two
volumes. Neither had been profitable when President Theodore Roosevelt discovered one and
wrote an enthusiastjc review. The President
also had him given a`U.S. Customs clerkship to
provide Robinson financial security and more
time for poetry. The next volume, dedicated to
Mr. Roosevelt, was acclaimed by critics.
The Oxford Companion or Literature to
American Literature (Oxford University Press)
was to accord him a four-column tribute. He was
to be given Pulitzer Prizes fpz _three of his collections; medals from the Poetry Society and
Edu in Arlington Robinson. Gardiner, Maine, the American Institute of Arts and Letters;
where he gre‘‘ up, %%as prosotjpe of "Til- and be elected to the American Academy of Arts
bury TON n" in ‘‘hich he set many pocum. and :.etters.
CLARK KINNAIRD
Distributed by ifing Features Syndicate

2

Vals. to $16.90
141
$
Vals. to $19.95 $16
Sizes 7 to
Sizes 7 to 14
Warm woolens in twee
.nd plaids . . with warm lining.
Many with rich fur trims. Boxed and fitted models.

GIRLS' WARM SKI SWEATERS
Regular $3.911
3-6X - 7 19

$350

OSMIUM.

Regular $4.98 $4
3-6X 7 14

1

Ski sweaters and bulky sweaters in slipover style with turtle
or crew neck Many with scirf and cap.
$3.911
Long Sleeve

SPORT
SHIRTS

fis

MEN'S SWEATERS

$33

92

'NW

!'l

$24 $29 $34

FLANNEL GOWNS

A

Rui

COATS

PRS.

Women's and Misses

4

1

Mrs. Crystal Carter, 419 East Edmonson, Rte. 5, Murray; Mas- ner, Rte. 1, Lynnville; Carl Hap
Billy Thorn, MclCnight's Hotel,
ter James Cavitt, 404 N. 2nd St., rrison, 215 S. 13th St., Murray.
13th, Hopkinsville.
Murray; Mike Charlton, 502
Murray; Leon Ross, 1023 Sharpe
Vine, Murray; Mrs. Nell Hendon,
St., Murray; Mrs. Maude Whitis,
DISMISSALS
DISMISSALS
729 Nash, Murray; Mrs. Olsen
Rte. I, Alm°.
George Kinley, 202 Cross St., Jackson, Rte. 1, Buchanan,
Mrs. Peggy McClure, Rte. 1,
Murray; Mrs. Osey Birdsong, Tenn.; Mrs. Sandra Carman,Rte.
Murray; Mrs. Anna Owens, Star ADULTS
and Baby Girl, Rte. 6, Murray; 8, Murray; Travis Wilson, ParRoute, Mayfield; Miss Phyllis NEWBORN
Master Shane Childress, Rte. 1, year, Tenn.; Mrs. Carolyn CarrMohler, Rte. I, iCtrksey; Dennis DECEMBER 5, 1969
Dexter; Miss Jill Childress,Rte. away, Rte. 2, Hazel; Clarence
Brandon, Rte. 4, Murray; Ryland
1, Dexter; Mrs. Maybelle Jones, Britt, Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs. Vera
Alderson, Rte, 5, Murray; Bobby
ADMISSIONS
Box 651, Murray; Mrs. Martha Outland, Rte. 6, Murray; Jimmy
Marvin, Rte. 6, Murray; Ray
Mitchuson, Rte. 3, Cadiz; Walter
Barrow, Rte. I, Puryear, Tem., Jerry Spiceland, 4925 Epper- Cain, 4275 S. 8th St., Murray;
Sims, Rte. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.
Mrs.
Barbara York and Baby
Daniel Brady, Box 335, Hart Hall, son Rd., Paducah; Master RussMurray; Jerry Spiceland, 4925 ell Workman, Rte. 1, Murray; Boy, 626 Coronado Crt., PaduDISMISSALS
Epperson Rd.,, Paducah; Mrs. Carl Ray, 404 S. 9th St. ,Mur- cah; Commodore Jones, 216 Wo°dawn, Murray; Mrs. Gertrude
Annie Warren, 1009 Payne, Mur- ray; Miss Tina Cooper,
323 WoBennie Spann, 509 Chestnut,
ray; Mrs. Larvara Norsworthy, odlawn, Murray; Master Scott Outland, Rte. 2, Dover, Tenn.
Murray; Mrs. Nancy Hendleyand
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Janice Cook, Rte. 5, Murray;
Arthur
Baby Boy, Rte. 7, Murray; Noel
Laird and Baby Boy, 1605 Cata- Kinel, Carman Motel, Murray; ADULTS 99
Cole,
Rte. 2, Murray; Carl Halina Dr., Murray; Mrs. Neva. Mrs. Burtis Edwards, 743 Nash NURSEILLY 7
rrison, 215 So. 13th St., Murray.
DECEMBER 7. 1969
Manning, Rte. 3, Benton; Albert Dr., Murray; Mrs. Grady
PoyADMISSIONS

Warm woolens and bulky blends in
cable
stitch, flat knit and other favorites.
Coats
with button front. Slipoers with V neck
and
crew neck. S. M. L and XL sizes.

Early American
charm and colors.
99% nylon and I%
other fibers.
(approx size)
Permanent press fabrigs in solid colors,
stripes, checks and plaids. Carefully tailored for perfect fit and appearance.

men'Ss .Piiii
COATS

$19

MUNSEY Quality

ELECTRIC. TOASTER-BROILER

All wool sport coats
Two and three button
models. Real manpleasers . . in solids
and plaids.
Others to $39.90

SO° Easy Read Dial
se' Favorite Econo-Size
heats fast and economically Bakes and roasts on one
side .
turn over and you ran broil and toast.

$10

BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS
Regular $2 98 permanent p-..ss sport shirts. Long
sleeves. Famous labels inclurir, Chapel Hill, Town Topic, Mr. Leggs and others. Solids, stripes, checks. (Each
$2.69).

2$5

Zip In-Out
Pile Lined
All-Weather

COATS
$1.998

Deposit win
Hold Selection
Water and wind -repelling
poplins Ain solids and
muted
plaids,beep pile lining zips
in o rout in seconds
.. . it's
an every season coat.
Men's
young men's.

BankAmericard.
welcome bore

7ERMANS
FIFTIETH YEAR• 1919--1969
_

•

EMBER 10 1969
McKnight's Hotel,
Charlton, 502
0s. Nell Hendon,
Tay; Mrs. °leen
1, Buchanan.,
kdra Carman,Rte.
Wilson, Purs. Carolyn CarrHazel; Clarence
array; Mrs. Vora
, Murray; Jimmy
3, Cadiz; Walter
Buchanan, Tenn.

ADAMS I GA

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

•

PRICES GOOD IN THIS AD GOOD THRU DEC. 16. 1969

1A LS

U.S. CHOICE

509 Chestnut,
incy Headley and
7, Murray; Noel
array; Carl Ha,
3th St., Murray.

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

*

Northside
Shopping
Center

TURKEY
FREE
JIM ADAMS IGA WILL GIVE

ROUND

STEAK

FRESH
CHICKEN

BREAST

AWAY A TURKEY A DAY

flintA

TILL CHRISTMAS

Just Register Each Time You
Visit Jim Adams IGA
No Purchase Required
Do Not Have To Be Present To Win

tical

MATCHLESS

BONELESS

med

!lump or Sirloin
Tip Roast

34

ONLY

PURR
%GAL 29C

Away

BACON

09c

lb /

BLEACH

s. to $39.98
fabrics and
.y're all wool
kg. Rich furs
ke fine coats.

SMITH

lb

EGGS

59c

SWIFT'S

DETERGENT

• GAIN
rSIZE S.--P9

CAMPBELLS VEG. BEEF

PREM
1201 CCC
CAN

jj

ICE
BABY ,
c
IFOOD i MILK % GAL39
JAR

SANTA CLAUS

IGA

2F0R29c

DOG
FOOD

IGA FRIDAY
6 - 9 P.M.

TS

htposit will
old Selection

I-repelling
and muted „
?. lining zips
nds . it's
coat. Men's

REG. OR DRIP 1 lb can

6 49c.
ORANGE
ca187c
A
L
DRINK
lED

ricard.
hers

f

GRAPES

25 lb bag

199

IGA

TROPI-CAL-1.0

n-Out
ined
ather

TRAILBLAZER

IGA

BISCUITS

in cable
m. Coats
neck and

IGA

GERBER STAINED

Will Be At

Soup

LARGE

EE

Shop Our Produce Dept. for
Large Selection of
FRUITS & NUTS
FOR CHRISTMAS
FLORIDA

59
ANTI-

OLEO

5

PENN CHAMP

FREEZE
TANGERINESFRESH
FLORIDA

1111 99C

37
GAL
YELLOW RIPE

COCONUTS

GRAPEFRUIT
BANANAS
EA 19C
lb 1
3.„LS1
m
5b:•49c
lb i0.!
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts!

•
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This sequence of photos was taken Tuesday morning at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church following a fire
which destroyed the modern brick building. Church members and others were on hand to help in cleaning up
and the chimney (far left) was In danger of falling. Workers decided that the chimney should be pulled down
and they attached a chain to It and started pulling with a tractor. The center picture shows the chimney just
after It started falling and the photo on the right was taken at the moment the chimney hit the ground.
Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon

Purchase Historians To Unveil
Special Edition December 30
a_

— The Jackson
Purchase Historical SociefY
hopes to display on December
• 30 its Sesquicentennial edition
being prepared by Mayfield
Messenger. This "showing" of
the newspaper will be featured
at the winter -meeting of the
Jackson Purchase Historical
Society at the Holiday Inn in
Mayfield at 7:00 p.m. December
30.
The special edition will
contain articles, maps,
photographs, and historical
material of the eight Kentucky
counties in the Purchase:
Ballard, Carlisle. Graves,
Hickman, Marshall, Calloway,
McCracken, and Fulton. It will
also contain some material
cpncerning West Tennessee,
which was a part of the original
Jackson Purchase.
Dr. L. J. Hortin, president of
the Society, explained that the
Sesquicentennial observance will
officially end oa December 31,
1969.
A little more than 150 years
ago — October 19, 1818 — The
Chickasaw chiefs, Governor Luse
Shelby, and General Andrew
Jackson signed a treaty that

DAIRYMEN ARE
TOLD TO CHANGE
WITH THE TIMES
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Two hundred members of the Dairy Products Association of Kentucky,
meeting in Lexington, were told
to "Change with the times," by
Henry R. Geisinger, Executive
Vice-President of the Pennsylvania Association of Milk Dealers.
The seventeenth annual meeting was sponsored by the Departmel4t of Animal Sciences and
Cooperative Extension Service
of the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture, and the
Dairy Products Association of
Kentucky.
Dairymen heard Geisinger charge the group to not only keep
t abreast with change in the dairy
Industry, but to promote further
change through new milk produc-

ts.Speaking to an over flow audience at the Lexington Continental
Inn, the Pennsylvania advised
dairymen to take a stand on
legislation that has been hampering dairy products. "Cream
has lost out to synthetic produc• ts," he said. "Butter has lost
out in favor of products that
cost less," he continued. "The
problem is legislation — or the
lack of new legislation that will
protect the milk products industry instead of hindering its progress."
Gelsinger said that the food
industry in America is in trouble. "People want synthetics in
everything — they buy a two
oven stove with dual thermometers to cook a TV dinner an
then cook everything in the back
yard. It took the American house.
wife centuries to move from the
outdoors to the kitchen. Now
she's back at the open hearth

Lon Carter Barton, Mayfield
iusinessman, has served as
'editor" of the edition. He has
seen assisted by an editorial
ioard representing all counties
if the district. Many writers,
cholars, and researchers have
Issisted in writing and
ASSembling the material.
Members of the Jackson
sPurchase Historical Society may
make reservations for the
December 30 dinner meeting
with Miss Margaret Heath, 1202
Maple Street, Benton. Kentucky.
"extinguished the Indian title"
to Chickasaw claims to western
Kentucky and Tennessee. The
treaty was proclaimed by
President James Monroe on
again — because it conforms
January 7, 1819. The price paid
with the 'thing to do'," he con- to the Chickasaws
for all of the
tinued.
land west of the Tennessee River
"The answer to the problems in Kentucky and Tennessee was
confronting the dairy industry $300,000 plus Indian claims.
is change," Geisinger added.
Governor Louie B. Nunn
"New dairy products is the back-, proclaimed the year beginning
bone of this change," he con- October 19, 1968, as "the
Jackson Purchase
eluded.
Edm_nd L. Sing, Executive Sesquicentennial in Kentucky"

Chronology
DOVER, Del. (UPI)—"The
Freedom Climb, a chronology ol
over 400 years of history of the
Negro in America, has been
published by the Back
Publishing Co. of Dover.
***

representing lati years of growth
and development in the Jackson
Purchase.
This Sesquicentennial edition
is probably the first compilation
of the history and folklore of
the eight counties in the Jackson
Purchase:""
Dr. •Hortin said, "We are
deeply grateful to The Mayfield
Messenger for publishing this
historical edition. Copies of the
edition will be available at the
Mayfield Messenger office and at
the various newspaper offices of
the eight Purchase counties."
The papers distributing the
edition will be announced soon.

Director of Moseley Laboratories and Vivolac Cultures Corporation of Indianapolis, Indiana, told the dairymen that the
fastest-growing product in the
milk industry is fruit-flavore
yogurt. "Only a few years ago,
yogurt was rejected by the American public as distasteful ant
flat in taste. Now, yogurt is use
as a dessert, a snack, or by
weight-watchers as a main course in their diet," Sing continued.
"Yogurt has been the vogue
in Europe for generations," Sing
said," but there it is unflavored,
watery, and differs from thepre-

tinued survival," Sing concluded.
Other speakers at the conference were Claude Harper, Director of Quality Butter Control
for Beatrice Foods in Chicago;
Dr. Dee Graham, recently appointed as Chairman of the Department of Food Sciences at
the University of Missouri, who
told the conference that the dairy
industry has grown from a fiveproduct business to the present
sixty items; Dr. John C. Flake,
an executive with the Evaporated Milk Association in Washington. D. C, and Jack Anderson,

Work with Animals Brings
4-H Trip and Radio Awards
Christmas came in November for three Kentucky boys
thisffear.
The pre-Christmas presents
for Gordon Samples of Clinton and Paul Snider of Franklin were expense-paid trips
to the National 4-H Congress
in Chicago the week after
Thanksgiving. For Mancil
Robinson Jr. of St. Charles
it was a transistor radio.
Samples, 16-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Samples,
Snider, 17, was sectional
winner in the dairy program
sponsored by White Oliver,
Chicago. During his seven
years in the program he won
nearly $900 in prize money,
a $250 college scholarship,
eight ribbons in placings at
national shows. and 64 blue
ribbons.
In 1969 he won the best-animallared-by-exhibitor award
at the state fair. In 1968 he
was high -scoring individual

won his trip when he was
named best in Kentucky in
the 4-H Swine program sponsored by Moorman Mfg. Co.

He was one of some 30

KANSAS CITY (UPI)—Jan
Stenerud kicked five field goals
and broke Lou Groan's record
of 12 straight 3-pointers as
Kansas City topped Buffalo, 82* - 19, Stenerud now has been
successful in 16 straight ttell
goal attempts.

happy
answers for
that special one
in the family

TOBACCO WINNERS .../FFA and 4-PI Club members from four counties participated in the annual Purchase Area Burley Tnbacco Show and Sale held at Paducah Saturday. In the picture from loft Johnny Townsley, Curtis Lamb, sophomore at Calloway County
High School, G. B. (Dynamite) Jones, and Cathy Nicholson look over a basket of leaf
from Cathy's Crop. Townsley, Lone Oak, had the high aversive price for FFA crops at
$70.88 a hundred pounds. Lamb of Kirksey, took first place in the show and had second
high
wo price. Miss Nicholson had the best 4-H crop in the show and high 4-H average price of $69 23. The show and sale was held at Janes' Bib Burley, Mart, Paducah.

Assistant Manager at the Ryan
Milk Company, Murray, Ky.
Program chairman for the conference was Dr. C. Bronson
Lane, Dairy Products Specialist
at the UK College of Agriculture.
252 animals, shown 72, and
won more than $1,200 in his
swine projects. A Hickman
County medal winner in the
program for seven years, he
was the district achievement
winner for the same length
of time and was county demonstration winner three
times.
in state dairy judging, won
second place herdsman
award at the state fair, and
was senior champion in area
showmanship.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Snider.
Robinson, 17-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Mancil Rob

4(1404

tk
4A0M4

mson, was named state winner in the dog care and training program sponsored by
Ralston Purina Company.
He won a purple ribbon
during each of his four years
in the program, and also was
named district champion. He
has given demonstrations
and exhibits as part of his
program.
Winners were chosen by
the Cooperative Extension
Service, which supervises 4-H
_activities.

sais

HOF

Tallymaster
ADDING MACHINES

I Aro unused electrical outlets
covered or locked to protect
young children?

by

INFORMER—Shelly Joyce Nadel], 31, shown at Santa
Monica. Calif., Municipal
Court. was the cellrnate of
Susan Atkins when Miss Atkins related her story of the
Sharon Tate ease murders.

W[igcff(0)

r
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YOU'RE INVITED!!
TO HELP US CELEBRATE OUR PARENT COMPANY'S
90th
BIRTHDAY & CHRISTMAS PARTY

Paul Snid•r
Kentuckians among the 1,650
young delegates. Theme of
the congress, "Make Tomor-

Friday, Dec. 12, 9:00 a.m.-6 p.m.
* Register - Free $100 Christmas Club (prize becomes $200 if w'nner is a member of 1970 Christ
miss Club).
ES rec.! Cutlarcs
BRUCE THOMAS
Manager

Mancil Robinson
row Happen. was stressed
by Aftriculture Secretary
Clifford M. Hardin in a key-

note speech
Samples has
.
_ worked _with

•

Civil n F uit Cake.

10Ih Annive s iy So veni s.

Murray Branch
HOPKINSV1LLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
304 E. Main
&VA

everyone
will love
the convenience of
having a tallymaster

171
For that special one in your family (or for the whole family)
here's a
terrific new gift idea, a TALLYMASTER Adding Machine,
You can
trust TALLYMASTER betause its made by Victor. America's
largest
manufacturer of adding machines. Internal working parts made of
case hardened cadium plated steel. Prints are easy to read, permanent
tape, totals to eight columns (999,999 99). In storage position,
occupies only 5" by 7" on desk. All TALLYMASTERS add.
*and
subtract.
Every TALLYMASTER part is warranted one year,
including labor Fun to use, worthwhile to own Truly a gift to count on.
The TALLYMASTER ELECTRIC

$69.95

"Truly a Gift To Count
On"

THE LEDGER & TIMES

M.irrAy, Kentucky

(WM*UHIEWAWNw
Wik Wielititim et*QM

. fully electric

103 N.:4th Stme
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U.S. CHOICE
*

It's Our 23rd
REGISTER NOW FOR FREE PRIZES!!

•ch following a fire
help in cleaning up

You must be 16 years or older to register. You don't
have to be present to win.

uld be pulled down
is the chimney Just
hit the ground.

Register for These Free Prizes:
1. $69.95 Sportmaster 3-Speed Bicycle
2. $20.93 Wall Clock
3. 25 Free Bags of Groceries to be Given
Away Fri. & Sat., Dec. 12th & 13th
* FRI. & SAT. SPECIAL!*

1 Gene McCutcheon

SPECIAL

ROUND STEAK

ANNIVERSARY SALE

•

ANNIVERSARY

U.S. Choice

U.S. Choice

$1RLON
STEAK

T BONE
STEAK

Lean, Meaty

Armour All-Meat
12-oz. pkrz

BEER SHORT

WIENERS
Field Pure

49

PORK
— PARKER'S OWN —

Ronco

8 in

MOSTACCIOL1
2 FoR 35°

*

ANNIVERSARY

SPECIAL

*
YUKON BEST

PUREX BLEACH

FLOUR
Plain or Self-Rising

or
lone
ily

2S-lb.
Bag

$1.98

VEGETABLE SHORTENING - 3-lb. can

JF`r•Lalits ctract
Argegetalbles

LIBBY'S

FANCY CABANA

PINK SALMON

BANANAS

160z.Can
NORTHERN

TISSUE

FLORIDA JUICY
4-Roll Pkg,

39
FRESH CRISP

e
ter
CHINES

a)

CELERY

stalk

I94

FLORIDA Pink and White

GRAPEFRUIT

BLACK PEPPER

2 FOR 19

SHOwBOAT

PORK & BEANS
377 290

150
Instant

UPER VALUE

NESCAFE
COFFEE
Iooz

YELLOW SOLID

*

whole family) here's a
)ii) Machine. You can
:tor. America's larges
orking parts made 0
isy to read, permanent
In storage position:,
,STERS add. and
warranted one year.
•ruly a gift to count on

ANNIVERSARY

ORANGE

SPECIAL

DRINK

11.9

*

Mix or Match
15 oz. can

3et.990

2

Gal.

39

GIANT SIZE

TIDE

LIBBY'S

Whole Kernel and
Cream Style
16 Oz. Can

Big 20-0z. Loaf

TROPI-CAL LO

AH UTTANWICH
Yellow Corn

BREAD

DETERGENT

BULL HEAD

$69.95
t On''

TIMES
Ph. 7.53:1916

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

6 Days a Week
CUPtit mAltiti
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NEW

(UPI)- With

more accommodating

a

ground favors the development
of a solid upthrust in the stock
proceeds,
1970
market
as
Standard
Poor's says. Though
the near-term business outlook
calls for a restrained investapproach

for

a

prove

of

firms

certainty, the

says.

ARLENE TAKES THE FIFTH

--Actress Arlene Dahl and her
fifth husband. industrialist
Rounsevelle

W. S chaurn
beam for the photographers

in New York following their
Ever

since

October,

1968,

critics of growth and speculative stocks have been coming
forward at each fresh sign of
correctional activity and insisting that it is time to get out of

wedding

pr iv at e

in the
chapel of Marble Collegiate
Church. Schaum, divorced
from his first wife in 1964,
is chairman of Western Video Industries. Miss Dahl's

growth stocks in ex-husbands are Lee Barker,
order to buy blue-chip bargains, Fernando
La ma s, Chris
Gould's .Positiou observes. As a Holmes III and Alex Lichine.
result, the "weakest of stockelements" have been
buying
overpriced

"gravitating
of chips,"
Blue chips
far

more

toward the bluest
the analyst adds.
have thus become

Complaint
NEW

YORK

(UPI)-A

to had disproportionate
market federal aid to

vulnerable

amount of
schools is going to
growth suburbs where
many
than
action
the need is the
situations.
least critical, according to
Howard S. Rowland, an
reasons educationa
- key
the
One
of
l consultant. After
Investors are staying out of the studying 130 school
districts in
uncertain
their
market
is
35 states, Rowland concluded
seriousnes
th
of
s
over the
that one of the major factors
developing economic recessioc was
whether the districts
Institut
Hamilton
Alexander
employed a full-time
and

news

negative

sees
firm
The
says.
likelihood of a major slowclown
economy. Rather, it
the
in
inflationary

expects

pressures

market

poised
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WI EH THIS COUPON

_-.L•

YOUR CHOICE OF

by Ernie Bushmiller

Gid

THESE SERVICES
•Bra::e adjustment

SHE DIDN'T SAY
AN D

DON'T YOU
DARE BREAK OPEN
YOUR PIGGY BANK
FOR MOVIE
MONEY

PoF

•Tire -->tation

ANYTHING ABOUT
MELTING IT OUT

whet.,
bearing rei-ack
•Flat tire repz:r or
•14-point safety
Inspection
•Froni

69
0
EACH

COUPON EXPIRES DECEMBER

("Yrfr1"1"ii

31, 1969

lllllllllllll

1 I 1 ITN
WITH THIS COUPON

WHEEL BALANCE
a

• •

C

.4. 4,

Spa,
- •
•••••••01
U
.4,4,4-• 14.444,4•1,

E-7

Precision balancing by our tire
experts will enable you to get
maximum tire mileage. No extra
for wheel weights.

charge

aidsAim.z.d../..o_

;On

Abbas'N Slats

$169

by R. Van Buren
NOTHIN1' BUT GIVIN1' UP
YER RIGHTS AS C/77ZEN5
0' THESE UNITED STATES!!

HERE, NE al-IBOR- IT--'EEL IT- AN
ORHE FIRST

COUPON EXPIRES DECEMBER 31. 1969

TOUCH

YOU'RE A RICH
MeIN

I I I I III 11111111)1111

PRICE
When you buy the at tiro
at our low everyday
trade-in price

(-BUT-GUESS WHO
111LAS0111)?•-HIS
--SNEEFer— HONOR
TH/ MANIORM

*

Ii
/5-b

Ii

long hair for

CA.1l_.•/ REASON
AM DID 15
MOONBEAM

F)10MISED
AE A

KISS!!

moik•
Alti/
1.1Aup
„z
mrT•wb

II

boys. eft'.. etc.. and decided
to pertnit-on form of dress

•,_

mitt bk..

'1O' MAP NADUNG
FOOL.r.
•WE'D

OF

ALL
KISSED'10'

NOT TO!.'

OUR UN MENSHUNABLE.
SECRET-

SIZE

.._

Takao' Olaskwallt
_
tad lira

lei Tin

pop

43042

OUT!
!

;111:
;;1'4
.,
1 1;1
:::;:

Tadao VAikanwella
bo Tar

lad Das

hi
Wiwi To
Per Tiro

$21.00 $10.50 $24.25 $12.12 et 711
23.25 11.62
28.50 13.26
23.75 11.87
27.00 13.50 1 r
27.25 13.62
30.50 15.25 ;3;
30.00 15.00 . 33.00 18.50
It;
All prices PLUS taxes and 2 trade-In fires
off your car.

HYMN
CahL

FENTON & HODGE
/is

-wosorsoves..44.

Firestone
SAFETY
CHAMPION
NYLON CORD
TIRES

by Al Capp
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Six of I

wheels out
of alignment, causing unnecessary tire
wear and making steering difficult Let
our experts leali21 your wheels to =USW
facturer's originci specifications.
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up," said
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THAT'S RIGHT-TEN THCUSAND
EACH RIGHT NOW AND THE
SAME AMOUNT EVERY 5I)(
MONTHS THEREAFTER
AND FOR NOTH/NG!!

Buckley looks happy in the
mod outfit she wears at
North Olmsted High, North
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everythim
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"Paris 7000," and finds him as Puryear, Tennessee; Nollie Witroubleshooter at the Ameri- cker, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Eunice
can Embassy in the French Grubbs, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Crystal Carter, 419 East 13th
capital.
Soap

The ot

with," s
court se

eige144(Peed/
FRONT END
ALIGNMENT

Hamilton's new, one- nice Dunn and Baby Boy, Rte. 2,
ABC-TV
hour
series, which Murray; Arthur Kinei, Carman
arrives Jan. 22, will be called Motel, Murray; Travis

Escape

ailment
this fon
mark,

WITH THIS COUPON 1,11 1 1 '

lllllll

...George

No

us, _

.ass

for these SERVICE VALUES

and Baby Boy, Box 1108, Uni
ersity Station, Murray; Mrs. Ja-

-

Experimental
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-Nearly 50,000 children in
U.S. elementary schools are
learning mathematics under a
system in which they master
teaching materials on their own
at their own pace, the U.S.
Office of Education reported.
The experimental system,
known as I ndividnilly Prescribed
Instruction (IPI), has been
installed 'in more than 160
schools in 32 states.
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ette Steele, 604 Meadow Lane
Murray; Mrs. Deloris Rober

.o .

Neff career
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
U.S. Office of Education has
created a new educational career
opportunity - that of
accomplishment auditor - under
its concept of schools being
responsible for the success and
failure of their students.
Eighty-six auditors completed
training in November and will be
assigned to monitor federally
funded programs.

loc.

R(
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to vacin

DISMISSALS
Special Sullivan Edition
"The Swinging, Soulful SixMiss Sheila Downs, Rte. 6,
ties" is the title of a special Murray; George Edwards, 1111
edition of CPS-TV's Ed Sullivan Main St., Murray; Mrs. Janie
show Dec. 21, and the end-of- McCuiston and twins (boy& girl)
the-decade broadcast will in- Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Ann Wil '-'-I

0

YOU'RE WAS7N6 YOUR TIME

0

o

Now Is the
time to bring
your
Weary car to

byfIll, 'Rte. 1, Hazel; Miss S

0

0

notes,

--

at television.

clude Barbara Streisand,
The
Beatles and the Tijuana Brass-

•

•

producers, George Sung; used
to handle the Smothers Broth- (Mrs. Houston), Rte. 6, Mayfield;
ers series...The brothers, mean- Mrs. Grace Jeffrey (Mrs. Win,),
while, have already indicated Box 526, Murray; William Dar
their February NBC-TV special nell, Rte. 3, Murray.
may take a rather cryptic look
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PRIMTItr-Alexander Kendrick
BETWEEN PARENT AND TEEN-

HELLO WINTER

by Charles M. Schulz
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COUNTING
5NOLORAKE5_},,

made up largely of issues which
are extremely sensitive to hlgh
money
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the market. The Dow takes into
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1 Greek letter
2-Enrolled
3-Exists
4-Snake
5-Seat
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Clyde Netherton, 807 No. I• .1
St., Murray; Mrs. Lillian Da
Is, 1515 Sycamore, Murray; Mrs
Eura Brown (Mrs. Neil), 130

Senate, is a guest on CBS-TV's
"60 minutes" tonight.
The
Headliner s: "Rowan

special set for
Jan. 14, is
described as "a singing, zinging
spoof of television"...One of the

III

.......
47.-.-.
iiviii

604 W. Lee St., Mayfield; Mrs
Linda Roberts, Rte. 7, Murray

bite the hand that
feeds them,' an hour NBC-TV

Mr

w.14
5.21•:i
18 19

ment

Hayasworth, whose nomination for the U.S. Supreme
Court
was rejected by the

t.
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Graham Bitb, Rte. 1, Murray
Mrs. Murrell Smith, 903 Fair
lane, Murray; Mrs. Mary Clan

and

53-Note of scale
56-Urge on
58 Deface
60 Be in debt
61 Parent icolloo )
62 Indefinite article
64 A state (abbr )
66-Greek letter
111R9

ADMISSIONS

Moscow
at
University
is
examined on NBC-TV's "First
Tuesday" Jan. 6...Judge Cle-

Peanuts*

emphasis on the behavior of the
Dow Jones average in analyzing

meat

7

Hospital Report

televised
New
Year's
Day
'Tournament of Roses parade in
Pasadena, Calif....Student life

PEANUTS

--Staff,

2

1

DOWN

dministrator to seek
nd administer the federal
rogTams.

and interest rates to ease with
a further cooling of a general
business activity, leaving the

6-Rue
7 Chaldean city
8-Indian memorial
post
9-Walk pompously
10 River in Italy
11 Old pronoun
17-kliin's
nickname
19-Exclamation
21-Cravats
23-Fruit cake
25-confined
26-Rented
27-Desire with
eagerness
28-Academic
subjects
30-Cries like cow
33-Lamb's pen
name
35-Hits lightly
38.Girt's name

1 Silkworm
5-Critical point
9-Secret agent
12-Girl's
nickname
13 Wife of Zeus
14-Pedal digit
15-Symbol for
silver
16.Wampurn
18-Sailor (cotton.)
20-Pronoun
22-Soil
24-Toss
27-A continent
29 Paper measure
31 Golf mound
32-Cubic meter
34-Jog
36-A continent
(abbr )
37-Pounding
instrument
39 Browns, as
bread
41 Prefix, not
42-Take one's part
44-Steeple
45-Communist
47 Diliseed
49 Skidded
50-Kind of cheese
52-Seed coating
54-Lower case
(abbr.)
55-Anger
57-Mohammedan
priest
59-Preposition
61-Dance step
63-Merriment
65-Again
67 One, no matter
which
68 Long, shender
fish (p1)
69-Impolite

time

the

a more
aggressive policy should not be
held up until better earnings
launching

ACROSS

PRINCIPLE -Laurel..
J. Peter and Raymond Hull
MY LIFE WITH JACQUELINE
KENNEDY-Mary Barelb
Gallagher
PRE
AT
T THE CREATION
Dean Acheson
THE SELLING OF THE PRESIDENT 1968-Joe MeGinnias
THE MAKING OF THE PRESIDENT 1968-Theodore H. White
THE KINGDOM AND THE
POWER-Gay Tam
MY LIFE AND PROPHECIESane Dixon with Rene
THE PETER

Michael Cridrion
siderable wealth and stature in THE HOUSE
ON THE STRANDthe community."
Deplane du Maurier
THE SEVEN MINUTESIrving Wallace
THE PROMISE-Chaiin Potok
NAKED CAME THE STRANGERPenelope Aahe
THE PRETENDERS-Gwen Davis
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINTADULTS 102
Philip Roth
NURSERY 4
IN THIS HOUSE OF BREDEDECEMBER 8, 1969
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BEST SELLERS
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ardlog the
NBC. estily cut tulips as well as
says: "Friends and family thousands of other flowers."
to watch television by:
Shirley Interviewed
RSVP: Tiny Tim will marry of the bride and groom will be
Previews:
Shirley
Victoria May Budingar on NBC. seated in the 'Tonight' studio in
Temple
TV's "Tonight" show Dec. Vi- Lieu of the usual audience...At- Black, American repr esentative
teadance
to the ,
R
black-tie ff•Alt at
the
United
and
Nations, is
that's
for
r eal...Host
on
N B C - TV's
Johnny Carson and announced in the New York studio is by interviewed
"Meet the Press" Sunday...The
three Apollo 12 astronauts will
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle.
grand
marshals
be
of the

policy developing in 1970 and at
least measured progress made
outlook
Vietnam, "the
in
the immediate forebeyond

being,

McMahon

TV

monetary

DECEMBER 10. 1969

Hunter Godden

will be on han-1 invitation only...Doc Severinsen changing,
as a new ABC-TV
too, and so will Rudy Vajlet, and the 'Tonight' orchestra will daytime serial, "All My
Childwhom Tiny says influenced ins perform
traditional
will indicate when it
wedding ren,"
(C•aptirad by IP•bil•bars• WIDOW
style...Also
present
as
will
well
as
he music
special arrives Jan. 5...One role will
Reeks
Nick Lucas, who introduced
selections.
feature a woman who is "a
..The bride will
the
song Tiny revive&
"Tip Ilea wear a Victorian-style wedding liberal political activist, dedi- THE GODFATHE
R-Mario Puzu
Through
the
Tulips"...Lucla gown, with three-foot train....T1- cated to the peace movement, THE LOVE MACHINEsang
it in the 1929
j
acqueline
and
ny and
Miss Yield
Suaann
who
will be
married into a
"Golddiggers of Broadway."
married in the midst of 10,000 conservative family with con- THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN-
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Remaining Residents Of LBL
Told To Vacate 'Forthwith'
dal problems- remain in the
175,000 acre area.
Two people are mental-physiGOLDEN POND, Ky., Dec. 9
- Federal Judge Henry Brooks cal disability cases who have
has denied the motions of 12
former Land Between the Lakes sold their property to TVA but
landowners for more time be- have not left. One is a war vetfore vacating LBL property now eran who has a place to go-a
owned or in the process of be- home with relatives-and
has
ing condemned by the Tennes- been removed from the
property
see Valley Authority.
twice. He has wandered back
His order actually affects only each time.
10 families, however, since two
In another case, a family has
of the 12 who asked for extenmoved and spends the nights
sions of time have now moved
out of the area. Every day,
from the area which Is being
some members of the family are
turned into a vast outdoor recback on their old premises, acreation area by TVA.
cording to WA officials.
One man, Era Lane, a heart
One elderly woman with t
heart-ailment victim son and
ailment victim who lives near
with an income of $57 a month
this former Trigg County landhasn't budged, and says she will
mark, was given until Jan. 31
not. She and her late husband
to vacate.
sold their property to WA four
The others must vacate "forthwith," said Judge Brooks in a years ago and she spent the
$5,700 they were paid retiring
court session in Paducah.
debts and paying for his burial.
Judge Brooks said:
"Their motions have been She has been allowed to live in
copsidered, and since no show- the little house they formerly
ing of undue hardships have
been made, the motions are denied."
• Major claims for extension of
time to move were that former
landowners who still have movable property in the LBL are
subject to extreme vandalism,
and must stay to guard their
By BILL POWELL

owned for four years, rent-free.
Howes. said TVA is doing
everything it can do in the "special cases" and expects the people to be out soon.
Granville Clark, Russellville,
attorney for those who asked extensions of time, today indicated
he plans another legal move but
said he wasn't prepared to say
what it will be.
He said the big issue remaining in the challenged right of
TVA to destroy property in the
LBL while former owners still
have an appeal in the Sixth District Circuit Court of Appeals
of their contention TVA didn't
have a right to take the property at all.
"If the homes and other buildings are destroyed, we will have
nothing to appeal," he said.
Those moving out before their
requests were acted upon were
the Snipes and the Traylor
brothers, records show.
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HE FOUND IT - Donald Dahibleck, 13, basks in the bankrollnearly $1,000--he found in an abandoned row of garages in
Boston's Jamaica Plain section. His parents (father Robert,
an unemployed painter) notified police. Now the Dahiblecks
sulAria9.,walt a year for a valid claimant to appear.
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Th• hors* was not only a potent factor in the development
of the West-as this Fredric Remington sketch depictsbut also figured largely in tim. settlement of America.
Includes feed, riding equipment
and veterinary care. Even so,
it's a bit cheaper than buying
a hot-rod or a souped-up car
for the younger members of the
family, and surely just as safe.
Using Wiese f I gu res as a
yardstick, the current horse industry is nearly a $5 billion
Item on the national economy,
nothing to be sneezed at.
•

•

THE National Home Council
thinks the federal government
should be more interested than
it is, and they're trying to win
this point.
Second to a dog, a horse is
man's bealk companion. And
the boy and girl
that goes
who own a pony, as well.
The evolution of the horse
can be traced back by means
of fossil remains to Echippus,
a horse about the size of a
small dog, which lived in Ecocene times. That's been a long,
long tine ago. in the rnattet
of centuries.
Critics of the horse. advocating his demise, are being proven
wrung. _Tha.--boxisa-cass-be
into the space age, and that's
jinn what fir twippeninfr- in
rebirth

69c

MARTHA WHITE WHITE

SPRAY STARCH
PUREX

1960 showed that there were
about 3 million horses and
mules in the nation. Back in
1920, the peak year of the
horse, there were nearly 26 million, Census officials were certain that the demise of the
horse was merely a matter of
time.
However, they were wrong.
They forgot about youngsters,
for one thing. Dixon D. Hubbard, an animal scientist with
the Federal Extension Service,
says that horse projects among
4-24 Clubs all over America
have increased tremendously in
the past years. Horses figure
in 4-H projects even greater
than beef cattle, he said.
• • .
ALREADY it is estimated
that at least 82 million Americans have thrilled to a ride on a
horse this summer. Go to any
national or state park that' provides riding services, and you'll
readily see how popular the
horse is. Getting a mount is
something like acquiring a
motel rootn: you make reservations la..i.idvance.
How much does it cost to
keep - a -horse? -Veterinarianssay about S735 1 year. which

39c

SHORTENING

ly GROVER BRINKMAN
Written Especially for Central
and This Newspaper
AMERICA'S MEN ON THE
Moon is now history. Some
Earth-bond h i s tory in the
making-in a far different category -is a resurgent horse industry. The only comparison is
the fact that for decades some
people have been trying to say
"Whoa!" to Old Dobbin as a
deterrent to American progress.
Like our new space technocracy, throttling its critics,
the horse is suddenly making
huge strides. The nation has
more than 7 million horses
today. The horse population is
expected to zoom another million in the next two years, and
perhaps reach a total of 10
million by 1977!
• • •
THE Department of Agriculture thought so little of the
horse's future that it quit taking census on Old Dobbin in
1960. He wasn't worth the trouble, they figured. The Department keeps records for hogs,
sheep, cattle and other farm
animals, but the horse was allegated to the junk heap of nos-

GE

qv

lb. 49!

1 LB.

talgia.The newly organized American Horse Council. Inc., is calling attention to the Department
of Agriculture that it can no
longer ignore the horse. They're
saying it very emphatically. Old
Dobbin suddenly is playing a
major role in the n a t 1 on al
economy.
Henry Durham, executive director of the American Horse
Council, told newsmen that
meetings have been held, in
'behalf of the horse, with variolls
top government officials,
Including a 40-minute session
with President Nixon.
• • •
INDUSTRY spokesmen say
that of the estimated 7 million
horses now eating grass in
American pastures and barnlots, about 4.5 million are used
for pleasure riding, thorough-'
bred racing. etc., while another
2.5 million are used as work
animals. American ranchers still
Use horses in a big way, the
AHC reminds
The Amish have never quit
using horses as work animals
on their farms in various seclions of. the country. Pennsylvania. Illinois and Iowa. They've
done .quite,....well_toa.. keeping
I" the slower paee of the work
.horse. -.
The last (*ensue report in

•

BEEF

Country Styli

property until they relocate.
"If I stayed gone one night,
everything I have would be torn
up," said Archie Fowler, who
owns a house that he must move
from an acre tract of land just
off Highway 58 leading to old
Eddyville Ferry Landing in Lyon County.
Robert Howse, manager of the
-Land Between the Lakes, said
there are 15 families left in the
LBL, including those who were
ordered by Judge Brooks to vacate immediately.
Six of the former owners in
the total of 15 have signed consent judgments to move at a
specified time.
A few others who have taken
definite steps to move have been
permitted to post a 24-hour
guard over the property to head
off vandalism or theft.
Howes said a handful of "apts.:
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By ARMY AICHERD
Central Press Association Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD- -A rugged, red-haired and blooded--younv
up-and-coming star remained off the screen for two years
as the
result of his battle with a studio over a role. Fights between
established stars and their studios have occurred with regularity
over the years, but not 80 in recent times, in the "new Hollywood." But Robert Redford is one of the most fiercely-independent young actors in the business today.
Redford has only recently returned after he had
established
himself as a potential star of the first magnitude
in 1987
with the re-creation of his role in the comedy Broadway
"Barefoot
hit,
in the Park.- He also made the film. with Jane
Fonda.
The two-year hiatus of the young, California-born actor
with
the courage of his convictions resulted from his refusal
to do
the role ultimately played by
Terence Stamp in "Blue." It "Downhill Racer."
• • •
was his first assignment after
REDFORD has now been seen
Paramount signed him to a
three-picture pact as a result as the "Sundance Kid" with Paul
of his success in "Barefoot in Newman in "Butch Cassidy, etc."
"Downhill Racer" Is a ski drama
the Park."
A lawsuit followed and for which he produced with his own
two years he stowed away his company in association with
makeup kit and spent his time Richard Gregson, former Lonwith his family in the mountain don agent and Natalie Wood's
retreat he built, with the assist- groom.
Early in 1970 he will be seen
ance of an Indian friend near
as a barnstorming motorcycle
Provo, Utah.
racer in "Little Fauss and Big
• a •
Hatay," with Michael J. Pol"FORTUNATELY, I don't lard,
and in a strongly dramatic
have to explain my viewpoint
role in "Tell Them Willie Boy
now," smiles Redford. -The picIs Here," with Katharine Ross
ture's results did it for me!" (It
of "The Graduate." From all inRobert Reelferd
was a disaster!)
dications, Robert Redford, alAmerica's
best ski country, but
However, Redford lost in the most forgotten by screen
fans
legal battle and as a result he yesterday, may well be
a top it also inspired him to film the
is committed to njake the three favorite with them
tomorrow. Olympic Games at Grenoble,
pictures called cur in his conLife in Utah gave Redford a France and bring back footage
tract. But, once
,
-the suit was set- great interest in skiing and he which convinced him
that a
tled, a happy relationship was not only established his
increas- racing skier is as exciting a subestablished and Paramount took ingly ,successful Sundance
re- ject for motion pictures aa auto
over
h is
personal project, sort in the heart of some of racing
or surfers. "Downhill

Volkswagen's automatic stick shift.
It's easier to use than it is to say.
It's quite a mouthful, isn't it?
But once you get by the name, the rest is easy.
There isn't a clutch pedal to contend with.
And far all practical purposes, you con drive
evfe1/W
-Fere without shifting.
On the highway, you shift once. (This is like an
overdrive: you go faster, your engine goes slower,
ond your automatic bug Jon't turn into an automatic bog.)
And when the going gets rough (like up a ridiculously steep hill), you con shift into low.
What could be simpler?'
One thing: the automatic slick shift is an option.
So you'll have to pay a little more.
But compared to other outomoticl, it's a bargain.
Because with every automarc stilt-s)ift, we include o remarlable money-sav.og devicei
A Volkswoen.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
•

.ts

House Democratic leadership member of the liberal bloc.
Another said that the Demoand many of the party's rank
and file. Liberals and some of crats already in favor of
the middle-of-the-road Demo- dumping McCormack as speakcrats are said to be furious er in 19'71 were more solidified
with speaker John W. McCor- than ever in their intentions.
"Everybody has escalated,"
mack, D-Mass., for pinching the
he went on. The ones who were
resolution,
Many condemned it as a lukewarm for the idea are now
By DANIEL RAPOPORT
meaningless
but
potentially avidly for it. And "the ones
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Pres- dangerous generaliration. The whci were neutral are now
ident Nixon, with or without President, they contended, casually toying with the
Intending it, scored a political might use it to justify an thought,
The unnamed liberal wasn't
as well as a propaganda victory escalation of the military
this week when the House effort. Although sponsors vigor- predicting a successful coup but
overwhelmingly endorsed his ously denied this, critics bluntly he said the chances for success
told McCormack they didn't were better than before the
Vietnam negotiating stance.
Officially, the administration appreciate being put on the Vietnam resolution,
welcomed the resolution pased spot— damned as being opposed
by the House as a possible to peace if they voted no or TALKS BEGIN
means of helping to unstick the labeled an administration supTR IPOLIM(LIPI)— Joint talks
bogged down Paris peace talks. porter on Vietnam if they voted
begin today on the evacuation
The Communists now would yes.
rictLth jiassoLdin Libya,
ma
For the speaker's part, the
realize, so'went the argument,
• erneat:At-11/18. negotia,that America soul not deeply issue- was simple. He had
was made Saturday by
divided over the basic issues of supported Democratic Prespeace and that it was pointless idents John F. Kennedy and the Libyan government.
for the enemy to wait nor the Lyndon B. Johnson on Vietnam
and it was his duty to support a PASSES SENTENCE
U.S. government to crack.
And although the administra- Republican— Richard M. Nixon.
40h wouldn't acknowledge it Aside from Southerners, many DAMASCUS (UP
Syria's
publicly, its lieutanants made older, middle of-the-road col- upreme state security court
Plain the resounding 333 to 55 leagues felt the same way. entenced a Lebanese journavote would shore up Nixon's They couldn't understand the ist, Jalal el-Turk, to six
years
standing
in the arena of resentment on the part of the
three months in prison for
liberals,
domestic opinion.
pying for Israel. The journalist
Dump McCormack
Liberals Furious
onfessed during his trial to
Nevertheless, after the vot assing information
But Republicans picked up
to Israel
another benefit. They drove a the scars were visible.
bout Arab guerrilla organiza"They're seething," said on
deeper
wedge between the
ns.

Washington
Window

..tp

'MAYBE NEXT DAY.•404
Governor Nunn said at 'his
monthly news conference that
"by and large" he has been
"well pleased" with the work
od Kentucky newspaper reporters but did object to a story
saying he "slipped in" to swearing-incereenoniee for State Auditor Mary Louise Foust.
"I don't 'slip in" anywhere I
go", the governor said goodnaturedly. "When you go in
and pose for pictures, you won.
der why the reporters word it
this ws,y....but maybe next dos
you get a break."
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IF ITS PHOTOGRAPHABLE
WE'LL PHOTOGRAPH IT

By JOSEPH WHITT
Centrul Press A risociation Correiopmident
LONDON- Britain's stately homes are _rt booming business, and
the owners of these ancestral castles and country
estates are
2ompeting to attract paying visitors.
"If people didn't come to see how we live.- said one duke.
-we
couldn't pay our taxes, maintain our traditional establishme
nts.
or earn a living."
Once it was enough to show visitors the family heirlooms,
paintings, and gardens. Today the customers demand much
more
The marquis of Bath introduced lions to his 100-acre reserve
at,Longleat. Since then more than 500.000 people have
accepted
the marquis' invitation to "go on safari in Britain" by paying
one
pound I $2.401 per carload to
drive along the reserve's two ing with its aristocratic environmiles of roads. lion - spotting ment. He is selling plants, flowfrom the safety of their vehicles ers, and gardening tools
The marquis of Bath took up
as the beasts wander freely
Marlborough's challenge -it ocalong them.
Later, to make his stately curs to- me that as the duke is
home even more attractive, the very keen on, flowers, we could
.marquis added a whole zoo, in- provide him with fertilizer from
chiding
hippos, chimpanzees, our lions." --• • •
llamas and wallabies.
"I'm NOT being vulgar. The
It was such sharp business
practices that triggered off a duke's attendance 'record is
battle among the lords. The 10th quite low. I hope his new flower
duke of Marlborough became ir- venture will boost his busineas.ritated when he was reminded Bath said.
The duke of Bedford, who
that his 208-room Blenheim
Palace
where Sir Winston owns Woburn Abbey 0t pubChurchill was born
had at- lished attendance flew,- 470.0001, joined the battle "The
tracted only 188,000 visitors.
duke of Marlborough says we're
• • •
vulgar but there is nothing origWOULDN'T turn my home inal stout him
Even his garden
into East Africa.- the duke !laid, centaris not'
original my garalluding to the lions at Long- den center
opened months ago."
teat. "Or a for4ar_like the duke
Marlborough replied "D I d
of Bedtord.
you hear that Bedford's flowers
"People a h 0 ii I d come to. a are being eaten
by his deer"
stately home for an historical The queen
mother praised nlY
visit. That's the point. There is flowers. They'll
sell Ii e hot
no need, to go tee•Mhe vulgar ex- cakes. You have
to
the
treme.public what it likes.''
Yet Marlborough, did approve
Said a British touristofficial •
of his own gai-dens. He is ii "With the battle
of the lords
leading hortiiiilturist. and to at- getting hotter,.
business should
ti act visitors to Blenheim. has Improve at their
statch homei nt rod •ed a commercial yen- We expect over it
million visitore. he feels is'entirtV iMke.11- tors this year.-

rf,!•44F
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*PORTRAITS
*WEDDINGS
*COMMERCIAL
*AERIAL
*RESTORATIONS
WE DO THEM ALL

Qiubbs ,Stuttio
223 South 13th Street
For Appointment Call

AIL
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"I FELT a true story °eine
ski world offered a fresh and
exciting approach to suck a
viewpoint. There's tremenib9u2
stress in athletics to have:,our
athletes win all the time. I ,.feel
this distorts the value of 2.ny
sport," Bob says.
Redford has been an athfirte
most of his life. He played football, baseball, tennis and Is a
skilled horseman.
Bob has definite ideas on 'his
future in films, too. He's tired
of hokey pictures, nudity, sex.
etc. He's also sick of foreign
films with their social prob
lems and English movies ahoy.ing the rotting economy of Ragland.
"That's why I want to make
movies about Americans and
about America," Redford a.ciroit:
"The 'Sundance Kid' waa.
.
character of the
Arriartaiir
West of the past, but the toogh,
tense hero of my skiing picture
and 'Big Hatay' are both
pi,cal of American youth todgy.'
They also typify the kind of
guy who would defy a big
movie studio- --a guy like tob
Redfoad.
tL

The marquis of Bath poses with a lion on the grounds
of
Longleat House, an ancestral estate that Fkgties back to 1560s.

mote..., Sc.

Racer" was the result.
*
Because "Downhill" LB such
a personal subject, it is only
natural that Redford should express special enthusiasm for it.
"Aside from my great inturst
jirthe
in skiing," he admits,'
real reason I wanted to crtmtke
the film was to point out *hat
I call the 'success syndrorof, of
American athletes."
• • •

1

Today!-s 13-ritish Lards
Battling For Business

•voaairsadam
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Uphill Fight of an Independent Movie Youngsthr

••••

Murray, Ky:

PAGE

The Robert Redford Story

Q — What is the surtax rate
on 1969 income?
A — The income tax surcharge is 10 percent for 1969.
The surcharge was originally
scheduled to expire June 30,
1969, but was extended by Congress to cover all of 1969.
Q — Several in our family
chip in to support our father
but not one of us contributes
more than half. Can any of us
claim him as a dependent?
A — If your combined contributions total over half of your
fathers support, then any one
of you, but only one, who in
dividually contributes more
than 10 percent may be entitled to claim the dependency ex.ae • -0--rflip 'ewe.
emption under a multiple sup- • „•
,
• U
•
.& jp,
port agreement.
•
..111•••
•
'il.
Each of the others, who con
.
tributes more than 10 percent,
must file a written statement
HAWAII POUNDED ANEW --Giant waves from a series of violent Pacific Ocean storms crash
that he will not claim the exover a retainer wall near the main street in Haleiwa as the Hawaiian Islands get a se( emption this year. Form 2130
ond onslaught while cleaning up after the first. Highways again were flooded and hundreds
may be obtained from your loof persons were forced from their homes.
cal IRS office for this purpose
These signed statements must
be filed with the tax return of PROTECT PATRONS
the one who claims the exemp
MILAN, Italy (UP
About
Lion. For more information, seJ
Publication 501, "Your Exempt- 1.000 policemen ringed the La
ion' and Exemptions for Depen- Scala opera house Sunday night
dents," available free by send- to protect patrons from about
ing a post card to your District 100 demonstrators on the
Director.
season's opening night perforQ — Is a stock dividened tax- mance of "Ernani."
The demonstrators booed and
able?
A — In general, a stock divid- hissed the patrons, claiming
end paid in the same class of them to be the perpetuators of
stock is not taxable. However, the "establishm ent."
if there was an option to take
cash or other property in place
of such stock, the fair market NAMES CHOICES
value of the stock received
should be reported for income
LONDON (UPI)— The British
purposes.
ESCAPED LIFER FOUND AFTER 46 YEARS --,- Leonard Thomas
magazine Films and Filming
Q — I was just billed for tax named Shirley
I.7ristoe, 77, shown with daughter-in-law Viola Christine
MacLaine
as
its
I had already paid. What should choice for
Willis, is pondering the prospect of being returned to prison
the year's best
I do?
in Carson City, Nev., where he escaped in 1923 while serving
actress Sunday for her role in
life for two murders. There was a family squabble and his
"Sweet Charity." It named the
A — Return the bill along
daughter-in-law in Compton. Calif.. turned him in.
with a copy of your cancelled movie "True Grit" as the best
check or money order. Fre- Western for 1969 and "The
quently, IRS receives payments Night They Raided Minsky's"
without enough information to as the best comedy.
identify them and this might
have happened in your case. mal retirement age under the
Another possibility is that your plan. Many disability pensions
payment was received too late will qualify for treatment ILI
in our processing cycle to make sick pay until you reach normal
the necessary adjustments in retirement age. Up to $100 a
week may ordinarily be excludthe billing notices.
A good practice to follow ed as sick pay.
when paying a tax bill is to
After you reach retirement
put your Social Security num- age, your pensiqn, or some por
ber on the check or money or tion of it, may or may not be
aer and rehire a copy of the taxable depending on whether
you contributed any part.of 4a
patio with your payment.
Q — I retixed because of ill- cost.
For further details, ask your
ness. Will my pension be taxDistrict Director for Publication
able?
A — It all depends on the 522, "Adjustments to Income
kind of pension plan your com- for Sick Pay," znd Publication
pany has, the amount of your 524, "Retirement Income and
oension, your age and the nolk- Retirement Income Credit"
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OPEN
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A Christmas Club check
in November could mew
your next Christmas, the

merriest you've isver had.
You know only too well
that with gift giving,
card sending and enter.
taining .moniyis
ey
always short at
Christmas time.
But there is a good
solution to the problem,
By putting a small amount
aside each week, you can
get a check next
November that is big
enough for a pre-paid
Christmas. And a prepaid Christmas is the
merriest Christmas of at
Open your Christmas
Club, right nowl
See what just a little bit
week will get you in
November,.
When You Open Your New
Christmas Club Be Sure and
Ask About the Special Christmas Record!
Per
Week
.50
1.00
2.00
3.00
5.00
10.00

Total Net
November

tax.
*

12.50
25.00
50 00
100 00

, 150 00
250 00
SOO 00

Peoples Bank
'

. HOLLY
4 Cross.,
the ur1
Nang.
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6 11
7
-1171
A
9
10 ii
11 :11
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THE LEDGER
which to reclaim his
allotment
and bases.
The moat important
item for
a farmer to
remember is to report to the County ASCS
Office
when an emineat
cy acquires some domain agenof his farmland.

"Our ASCS people in the
When an agency takes farm- county office will explain his
- for a highway, airport, rights to him. The County ASC
reservoir, or other purpose by Cominitese will determine the
right of 'eminent domain,' Con- date of displacement, and will
email has macie provisions for act to put his allotments and
the farm owner to retain his bases in a pool. He can then
rights to crop acreage allot. draw them out when be has acquired other farmland. Or if
opts and basin.
he already has other
The Chairman of the State the rights can be farmland,
transferred
Agricultural Stabilization and as of the date of
Conservation (ASC) Committee, Mr, Watch -said. displacement,"
Mr. Jack Weich, said some humeri do not realise they can have
The farm owner may transup to three years after displace- fer his
allotment
ment in which to transfer these reage anywhere and base acin the United
crop acreage rights to other States where
the crops involvfarmland.
ed are normally grown. He starts
The provisions apply to farm the transfer on its way by
goallotments for upland cotton, ing to the County ASCS
office
extra long staple cotton, pea- in the county where his
new
nuts, rice, tobacco, wheat, and farm is located and making
the
to feed grain bases for corn, requeet.
grain aorghums, and barley.
The entire crop allotment or
A farm owner may retain his base is not pooled and
rights in these allotments and ferred unless the entire transfarm
bases whenever an agency with is acquired by the eminent
the IX3W02" of eminent domain main agency. If 40 acres doacquires his farmland—wheth. acquired from a 200-acre are
farm,
er or.not the eminent domain the County Committee
will
power is actually used. When a termine what share of the defarm owner agrees to sell hi, lotmeaits and bases belong al.
to
land to such an agency, the the 40 acres. The reat
remains
transaction is regarded as an with the farm.
eminent domain acquisition Just
If less than 15 percent of
as if the legal procedure for farm is acquired by aa the
pre-empting land had been us- nent domain agency, the farm
ed. The farm owner's rights in allotments and bases are
ncehis crop allotments and bases molly not pooled but
are protected for a limited time with the farm with no remain
whenever his farmland is ac- Other provisions anddecrease.
quired by an agency with the tails are available at full dethe Copower cif anineat domain
unty ASCS office. Mr.
Mr. Welch emphasized that re-emphasized that farm Weld)
ownP.:!the protection is for a limited ers whom land is acquired—o
Ume only—three years from the has been acquired within r
the
11-.idate if displacement. "We can't lest three years—by
an agency
i-..iiretch that by a single daY," with eminent domain power
Mae mid. "A farm owner has uld report to the County shoASCS
valves years frxn the date he office in order to
protect their
IAEA actual control of the land rights to term
allotments and
4io—and only three years-4n beam
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OPEN Till Midnite 7 Days A Week
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps.
Double Stamps Tue. & Wed.
Redemption Center Next to Store
We Reserve The Right To Limit

,CR CHUNK

r

No.
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2%2 C AN
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SLICED BEEF
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1 _ STD. SIZE
0
12 OZ. JAR

YSTER

WHOLE
LB.

HAMS
s
c
WON
69
c
9
RIKER
N
MIS

TENDER SMOKED
BUTT POR 69c LB.
SHANK POR. LB.Ià

OVEN RE ADY
5 TO 7 LB.
AVG.

FIELDS
CHESTNUT
SL ICED

BY THE PIECE

LB

t HOLLY NOT BEING AT HAND, in South Vietnam, two Red
• Cross.girls try their hands at painting to put a wreath
on
the window of the Red Cross Recreationa
l Center in Da
Nang. It serves the U.S. let Marine Division. The workers
are Donna Willoughby (left), Knoxville, Tenn., and
Ann
Smyth, Dublin, Ga.
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Total Net
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_ S 12.50
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100 00
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Marshall Galloway Attends
Nat'l 4-H Congress Meeting
continued to help him with the
club after they joined the
county teenage 4.H organization
and are now able to take over
the leadership while Marshall is
away at college. They have
continued to be active in 4•H
and one of the members has
started his own junior club.
"I've found out a lot about
During his four years as a working with people throug
h
leader for the Sedalia Boys 4-H this project," Marsh
all
Club, Marshall has helped many continues. "I' ve learned
that
of "his boys" develop into one should encourage the
white
outstanding 4-H members and ribbon winner as well as the one
good citizens of their who receives the purple ribbon
.
community. Because of his And I've also learned what
it
leadership work, .Marshall is means to see a job accomplished
representing Kentucky at under my guidance."
National 4-H Congress here in
His leadership experiences
Chicago this week (Nov. 30-Dec.
have also included serving as a
4) as state champion in 4-H
4-H officer on local, county,
boys' leadership. His trip is being
area, and state levels. When he
sponsored by an educational
first joined 4•H as a fifth grader,
award from Illinois Central
he was elected president of his
Railroad.
dub. Later, as a senior member,
Highlights of the week so far he was president of the Graves
for MarshaII and the 35 other County Teenage 4-H Club and of
Kentucky delegates have the Purchase Area Junior 4-H
included the Sunday afternoon Council. And, in 1967, he was
keynote address on the 4-H elected vice president of the
Congress theme, "Make state 4-H organization and
Tomorrow Happen," by U. S. represented 4-H at numerous
Secretary of Agriculture Clifford events throughout the state.
M. Hardin; a "pop" concert by
He has received citizenship
the Chicago Symphony and Gold Medal awards at 4-H
Orchestra on Monday night; end camp and has served as camp
tours of the Chicago area.
counselor. He has served on
The Kentucky group arrived several planning committees for
here Saturday afternoon, Nov. camp and county 4-H activities,
29, and will return home Friday, has helped judge 4-H public
Dec. 5. About 1,700 young speaking events, and has written
people from all 50 states and newspaper articles and
Puerto Rico are attending this participated in radio and tv
national 4-H event.
programs telling about 4-H. He
Marshall's leadership project has also been a delegate to state
began when he attended a junior 4-H Leadership Conference; to
leadership camp in 1965 and Kentucky Older 4-te Youth
came home very enthusiastic Conference in Washington, D.
about starting a junior 4-H club. C.; and to the 4-H Regional
He gathered materials and spread Resource Development
the word about the proposed Conference at Fontana, N. C.
dub — and 12 eager junior boys
appeared at the organizational
In addition to his leadership
meeting.
project, Marshall's major 4-H
From this start, the Sedalia projects have been woodw
orking
Boys 4•H Club has grown to
more than 20 members. Marshall and tobacco — and he has won
has worked with the boys on all county project honors and
aspects of their 4-H work, awards on exhibits in both of
serving—as a project leader these. He aka has.carriedhorse,
himself in areas such as beef, farm labor, and grooming
woodworking and tobacco and projects. And he has been a blue
securing leaders for other ribbon winner in state 4-H
projects; helping with speeches, public speaking competition.
demonstrations, judging, talent
"4-H has helped me in many
acts, and record books; and
ways to be a better citizen," he
coordinating club events.
He reports with pride on the says. "And my dealings with
many awards won by "his other young people in 4-H work
boys", such as county has helped me succeed more
championships in several emit?: ut cgilege."
**Lem
opnejecla sad in public speaking„ Kentucky • Stet* Uri/realty,
where he is a sophomore
and on their participation
in
many 4-H activities — camp, majoring in mass media. Marshall
represents his fraternity, Sigma
Variety Shows, fairs, and other Nu, on the
Inter-Fraternity
events.
Council and serves on several
"The club has also helped in campus-wide commit
tees.
community projects and has
given some boys a chance they
At Sedans High School, he
would not have had ordinarily," was an officer in the Future
Marshall says. "And the club has Farmers of America. the Beta
given our community a good Club and his class, received
name as far as working with several leadership awards at
young people goes. Many of the graduation; and was a member
parents have shown great of the basketball team.
Interest in the work of the club.
He also was a Boy Scout, has
In times past, leaders were hard
participated in several
to find, but this is not the case
community fund-raising
now."
campaigns, and is active in his
Marshall says he is proud of church. His parents are Mr. and
his senior 4-H'ers as well as of Mrs. N. L. Galloway, R
1,
his juniors. Several have Mayfield.
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Mrs. Agnes S. Harrelson, columnist for the Central City
Tunes-Aripui, has received an
-Outstanding Kentuckian Award" from Governor Nunn for
"outstanding achievement of
partiotism and concern for
American servicemen."
Mrs. Harrelson's weekly newsletters have been received by
practically every Muhlenberg
County serviceman since World
War I. She said hr letter-writing "is not a hobby; it's a re-

CHICAGO, ILL. — Serving as
a leader for younger 4-H'ers not
only helps them in their 4-H
careers but also benefits the
entire community and offers
many personally rewarding
experiences for the leader,
Marshall talloway of Graves
county has discovered.

GE lell•-ft.

META!

EDROOM Fl
121 SE
rro. A good
r WUXI
EDROOhi Fl
acre lot in
tery achool

The governor said Mrs.
Harrelson "exemplifies the patriot
ic appreciation Kentuckians hold
for men In the military
service."
„, - •
•
.

Diagnostic
MIDDLEPORT, N.Y.
( U PI)—The Royalton-Har
tlard
Junior-Senior High School
in
this community near Niagar
a
Falls gives individualized readin
g
instruction to all its students.
Each is diagnostically tested to
determine his strengths and
weaknesses and receives at least
10 weeks instruction tailored
to
his needs.

Marshall Galloway (right) 19, R 1, Mayfield
(Graves
county), is attending National 4-H Congress in
Chicago, Nov.
30-Dec. 4, as Kentucky's state winner in 4-H boys'
leadership.
He has been a leader for the Sedalia Boys 4-H
Club, which he
organized, for the past four years. He is shown
here with two
of the members, Johnny Cates (left) and John Boyd
(center).
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RED CROSS SPEARHEADS GLOBA
L CHRISTMAS CAMPAIGN -- Even Vietnamese palm trees
take on a holiday season appearance
as the American Red Cross and the U.S. milita
ry establishment embark on one of the bigges
t Merry Christmas projects of all time, a global
campaign for American men and women
who won't be able to come home. Marth
a Granderson, Red Cross worker from Kingsl
and, Ark., and Sgt. Harry DiGiovanni, Sanfor
d, Fla.,
put up decorations outside the 12th
USAF Hospital labovei in Cam Ranh
Bay.

All Beal

BANANAS

3 Lb. Pke, Or Mors
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FRESH WHOLE

loco.

1 Lb. Pkg.
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Lb.
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3
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31c
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69c
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T°

3

Mee`,

Spare Ribs
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92 ACRE CATTLE
4-room frame hoi
just south of No'
on blacktop road.
and good water su
corn base, also bur
fired tobacco base
100 ACRE FARM ,
Road, 3 miles fron
buildings on prop
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TN ACRES locasti
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SE of Murray. A
at $123 acre.
158 ACRE FARIV
miles SW of Cros
Property has 2 ti
wells. 90 acres IOW
heavily limed just
tha age. Owner
financing.
24 ACRE Buildir
265' frontage on H
Kentucky Lake.
51,200,
3 ACRE BUILD1N
lots of large oak t
3 miles from Mut
Cleave Road.
LARGE COMMER(
South 4th Street E
• 230',
RESIDENTIAL LC
son ACret, Fair
Lreiwood Estates
Plainview
Acres,
Shores, Kingswoce
TO BUY--ese us.
HA with ea.
FULTON YOUNG
amd Maple Streets.
753-7333. Home pl
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1
5c Off Label

N11.101.11.1.1114
`

-SAVE 204-

TURNIPS

19 OZ.
BOXES

CAKE
MIXES

2 CT.
ROLLS

DEC 13
WITH COUPON IN AD
On/
PtIlsbury Bescuita

Since Marshall is now a sophomore
at Western Kentucky
University, the senior members of the club,
whtch he helped
train, take over the leadership, while
he is away at college.
Here: he discusses with WillialiTitiNg
rove (left) and- Larry
Galloway (center), who. is Marshall's brothe
r, plans for club
activit,as
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Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!

ONIONS

Marshall has worked with "his boys" on all aspect
s of their
4-H work, helping them with both projects
and activities.
Here, he shows John Boyd (center) and Johnn
y Cates (right)
how to use a level in their woodworking project
.
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AUTOS FOR SALE

1110fial

MINION IIII

Sat
-s

IME
IISTAT'l POI SALIM
EDROOM FRAME house On
121 SE, 344 miles from
A good solid house for
y $5,500.
EDROOM FRAME home on
acre lot in Alma Near eletary school, groeery store,
ROOM FRAME with stone
. Located on N. 18th Street,
urray. This house has received
cellent care and is well wortt
$12,500 price.
BEDROOM FRAME home with
connecting 3-room garage s•
located in Hazel.
reenerlin parches, lots of closand attic storage. If interest, call us for an appointment
see this ane.
-BEDROOM BRICK in Puryear,
ann. Carpeted throughout, certile bath, utility roan, car100' x 150' Lot. Qualified
uyer can move into this brand
home for as little as $500
BEDROOM FRAME with aluminum siding, A 1600 Ryan AveConvenient to the university and
elementary school.
NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK at
1615 Belmonte. Central heat
and air, 144 ceramic baths, large
utility, kitchen built-ins, wallto-wall carpets, sliding glass
doors to hack yard.
LIKE NEW 3-BEDROOM Brick
at 1509 Belmonte. Kitchen builtins, 1 ceramic bath plus. ceramic shoWer stall in large utility mop, wall-to-wall carpets,
cen'al heat and air, carport
oadraperies. Owner will coner trade.
LIKE NEW 3-BEDROOM Brick
at 1620 Catalina. Central heat
and air, wail-to-wall carpets,
kitchen built-ins, Pi baths, car.
port, large utility room. Owner
will consider trade for city property or farm property.
4 ACRES with large 3-bedroom
mobile home (24' x 44'). Proper
ty has licensed and approved fa
citifies for 10 trailer spaces, in
eluding 10' x 34' bath house
Price includes complete furn
ishings in mabile home. Mita
be seen to be appreciated.
1344 ACRES with a good 3-bed
rxmi brick home Located
miles west of Murray on High
way 121. Has g)od fencing, ens
ter and snail stock barn.
20 ACRES with 2-bedroom
frame. Located on Highway 121
West, 844 miles from Murray
Price reduced $1,000 for quick
sale.
52 ACRES with 3-bedroom brick.
Located 8 miles from Murray on
Highway 121 West. Quality built
home, large stock barn, excellent perimeter fences and cross
fences, running water and
pond. Owner will sell all or
part of land, with or without
house.
92 ACRE CATTLE FARM with
4-room frame house. Located
just south of New Providence
on blacktop road. Good fencing
and good water supply. 29 acre
corn base, also burley and dark
fired tobacco bases.
100 ACRE FARM on Van Cleve
Road, 3 miles from Murray. No
buildings on property, but lots
of good building sites.
108 ACRES located on Highway 614, approximately 9 miles
SE of Murray. A real good buy
A $125 -acre.
158 ACRE FARM located 5
miles SW of Crossland, Tenn.
Property has 2 houses and 2
wells. 90 acres sowed down and
heavily limed just a few mon
tits ago. Owner will assist in
financing.
Zs ACRE Building Site with
265' frontage on Hwy. 732, near
Kentucky Lake. Priced only
11,200.
3 ACRE BUILDING SITE with
lots of large oak trees. Located
3 miles from Murray, on Van
Cleave Road.
LARGE COMMERCIAL LOT on
South 4th Street Eictiged. 175'
x 250'.
RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Jackson Acres, Fairview Acres,
LYnnwood Estates, Westwood,
Plainview
Acres, Panorama
Shores, 1Cingswood and Hazel.
TO BUY--ese in TO SELLlist with ma.
FULTON YOUNG REALTY. Mk
and Maple Streets. Office phose.
1E3-7333. Home Omar Palate
Young, 753-4946; R. & Pabstam, 436-5691; Ishmael Stinson,
75,3-111111(
D-11-Q
SANTA SPECIAL. Open Saturday and Sunday 2:00 to 8:00
p. m for your inspection. Threebedroom brick, two baths, large
foyer, living room, sunken family room and kitchen combinetaw and utility all paneled.
Glass slider to large raised patio.
Two-car garage, central heat
and air, lots of cabinets with
disposal
store,
dishwasher,
Nice corner lot, paved drive
Located at 1511 BeIntonte Drive.
Week days call 492-8120.
H-D-12-C

REAL ESTATE FOR. SALE

FOR SAL'

HELP WANTED

RICHARDSON Mobile Home,
12' a 55', two bedrooms, semifurnished, central air. Phone
D-12-C
753-8314.

CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p. In. to 11 p. In., male os
female. Apply in person to DariCastle, Chestnut Street. No
TFC
phone calls please.

INIAL MATS POI SALE

We wish to take this means of thanking our many friends and customers for
helping us to make 1969 a good and prosperious year, and to wish you one and all
a Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year.
We know that at this time of the year
real Estate is a little slow, but we are still
selling houses and farms and lots. So if
you have property to sell, or maybe you
are looking for a new or larger home, just
give us a call. We might have just what
you are looking for. We have five houses
we will trade for cheaper homes, we will
also help you to get the loan of your
choice. Take a look at the following listings.
ATTRACTIVE TWO-BEDROOM BRICK VENEER on
North 17th Street. Nice carpet, this house must sell as
the owners are leaving town.
FOUR-BEDROOM, BEAUTIFUL HOME has central heat
and air, carpeted throughout, two bathrooms, dining
room, and two car garage. This professionally decorated
two bedroom frame is ready something to see.
LOVELY LARGE BRICK HOME, located on two acres
of good land, this house lata_iilet about everyiNng you
want in a home and the price is right.
DUPLEX ON DODSON AVENUE has three bedrooms
on each side, new carpet, this place is close to college.
Owner will sell or trade for nice home.
THREE-BEDROOM HOME IN KINGSWOOD. Has central
heat and air, carpeted throughout, large kitchen and
family room combination. Two baths. This place has
been reduced so much you couldn't build it on your lot
at the same price.
ANOTHER DUPLEX ON HAMILTON AVENUE. This
one is a beauty. One side has family room and open garage. Just right for the family that wants an income.
GREAfLY -WAXED THREE-BEDROOM on Sha Wa
Court. This is a 1!)rautifu1 home but the owner doesn't
need it so he has put the price down for quick sale.
WE HAVE TWO NEW DUPLEXES almost finished.
Large transferable loans. You can't find a better investment for your money. Central heat and air. All you
could want in income property.
IN GATESBOROUGH ESTATES we have three beautiful
three-bedroom homes. All are new, have central heat
and air, carpet, built-ins, all have family rooms and are
beautifully decorated.
WE HAVE A REAL PRETTY LITTLE TWO-BEDROOM
FRAME located on two acres of land, paved road and
only four miles north of Murray, price $9,000.00.
THIS PRETTY HOME ON KEENELAND DRIVE has a
large transferable loan, central heat and air, large family room, dining room. Major Hudson is leaving town,
so you can get a real good buy here.
rHREE BEDROOMS, LIVING ROOM, FAMILY ROOK
:entral heat and air is what you will find in this house
n Meadow Green Acres and for only $17,500,00.
WE HAVE THREE BEAUTIFUL COTTAGES in panorama Shores, just ten miles from Murray. We would
love to show you these places.
FOUR-BEDROOM ON SOUTH 7TH STREET. Here is a
real buy. Has full basement finished out and has nice
fireplace. This house is priced at the low low price of
621,500.00.

If you are in need of land, we have most
any size acreage you need.
THREE-BEDROOM BRICK VENEER, has family room
With fire place, plenty of space in this house for average family and is located on five acres of good land,
price $21 000 00
WE HAVE A NICE LOW PRICED HOUSE near Murray,
basement, furnace heat, price $8,500.00.

We have many building lots in most all
parts of city or county, some wooded,some
rolling. We just have to have what you
are looking for.
FOR ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS
come by or call

GUY SPANN

1984 FORD T-RIRD, 61,000
miles, new tires, clean, $996.00
D-10-C
Call 436-5331.

VIUKIIIINUMIUMMIUMMOIL;

RABBITS. Phone 753-4888.
D-12-P WANTED: Bookkeeper, experience necessary. Apply in perONE MALE white Toy Poodle,
at Sanders-Purdorn Motor
nine weeks old. One white male, son
D-11-C
Sales.
St..
Olive
503
old.
years
two
D-12-C
753-1246.

CASH AND CARRY Remnant
Sale. Cut offs, short rolls, remnant end, hall runner, bath
room pieces, small rap sizes,
some hi-density rubber back,
some jute back. Values to $8.95
sq. yd., our price, $1.99 and
$2.99 sq. yd. while they last.
Paechales Discount House, HaD-12-P
zel, Ky. 492-9733.

NOTICE
-v

Rom is what our traiaing
programa offers you:
• I day week.
• One piece tridang la tie
credit pro(essioa--No prior
experience seeded - Ears
while you earm--No selling Involved.
• Good starthig salary plus
lowits-vddi phased salary progression while in
traiihtg.
• Ashasee to Maaagerial
pugilism within S t•
•

TRAVEL TRAILER, 1969, 22
ft. deluxe model, $3500.00. A
barrel keg portable bar, can
be set on table or hang on
wall. Ideal for house trailer,
$35.00. Phone 753-3425. D-13-C

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

MVO
Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
olyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design

Outataadlog empleyee
benefits include eempaay
paid pension plaa. Hogpkalizatiaa. Surgical sad
BILit)or Medical coverage,
free life issarauce, employee etheadisim plan sad
stagy more.

Locally owned and operated for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.
Call Today For FREE
Inspection
Fawn 753-3914
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Association. LCP-198

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL.

YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay you to

If roe we••• 21 los IS mod
owe • sr, you may ho• hlof•
f•
WWI. Wises aPissfma
goisra. WOIè.sl ,...d.aim

check on the price of these tires,

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

so ailipale. for %ago,isilanwoo-

Phone 753-7,14

dm al

WINTER black suits for
Girls coat and hat, 52
set of Melamac dinnerfor 8. Call 753-6192.
D-12-C

USED OFFICE equipment including desks, chairs, adding
machines, legal size filing cabinet. Phone 753-8608, 753-7730
or 753-8110 after 5:00 p.
TFC

TIRES

1968 VW, beige sedan, only 17,000 Miles. In perfect condition.
Can buy two ways, owner must
sell quickly. Call 753-8832.
D-10-P

Wilkie. N. •• opp•ehroblyt
Clima thew j. ildvimateris wIi
• sam•stry *srI. .i_L_'.j ends. •• • lump sigeogirl•• Pogom W. •••41 IS moo for *hi
•
reran@ - leak owl Is &Ow
••••L

CASH AND CARRY Carpet Sale.
Thousands of sq. yd carpet in
stock. $1.99 sq. yd. and up to
$3.95 sq. yd. while it lasts.
Low overhead, volume buying,
check with us before you buy
Paschall's Discount House, Hazel, Ky. Phone 492-9733. Cash
and Carry Carpet Sale; Thousands of sq. yd. carpet in stock
(Compare to carpet elsewhere
D-12-P
at 57.95 sq. yd).

TWO
men,
piece
ware

SAFT-BILT

1982 COMET two door, straight
shift Cheap. Call L. K. Pinkley
D4P
at Purdosn'k

Assistant Managers
for
Training Program

WESTINGHOUSE Refrigerator.
D-12-C
Phone 753-6430.
12 GAUGE Shotgun, pump, two
barrels, $70.00 or beet offer.
D-12-NC
Call 753-4113.

1968 CHEVROLET Impala custom Power steering, disc brakes
and windows. Four season cornfortron, radio, four speed trans
mission, 396 engine, Corvette
wheels with new wide oval
tires. Phone 753-4775 after 500
TIC
p_rn.

C. P. Williams

Located 100 S., 130 St.

CAIN & TAYLOR

Time Finance Co.
Southside Manor
Phone 753-6702
Murray, Kentucky

GULF STATION
Corner of Sixth & Main

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars

WANTED: Man for full time
work. Contact Robert Wiggins
at Wiggins Furniture Store Apply in person from 8:00 a. in.
TFC
till 5:30 p. m.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift Murray Woman's Club cook- WANTED: Experienced lady to
books and Kentudky scenic dol., nighttime baby sitting.
pleeemats. Call 436-2345 or 753 Phase 753-4996
D-11-C
4406 for Information. Dec.-18C
PART TIME
PIANOS, GUITARS, Banjos and
others. Christmas special, used
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy 38, MSU grad student needs girl
Phone 527-8955, Benton, Ky. to type class dr research notes; I
and in Jan. a final thesis draft.
UTILITY TRAILER, 6 foot high, Would prefer a local girl, posfour foot wide and 16 foot long. sibly a high school graduate,
New six ply tires priced to who can work with me incidsell, $175.00. Phone 753-9772. entally as thesis progresses.
D-10-NC Payment 50c per page or negotiable by the hour. Call
1968 SINGER, Golden Zig-Zag, George Sincoe any evening afdarns, monograms, embroider- ter 7 p. in., 753-8735.
D-20-C
ies, etc., guaranteed. Balance
$5277 or terms. Write Credit WANTED: Settled white woman
Manager, P. 0. Box 51, Paris, to live in with elderly lady.
Tenn. 38242, or call 901-842- Room and board plus salary.
D-12-C
753-3230.
D-11-C
4528.

TYPIST NEEDED

Phone 153-5842

COME BY AND SEE OUR SNOW TIRES
BEFORE WINTER WEATHER

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

ELECTROLUX SALES & See.rice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-1344C

resides*
PROFESSIONAL
id painting. Brush, roll. spray.
References. Free estimates.
Phone 753s3486.

AVON CALLING- Don't just
HAND-MADE GIFTS. Gifts of aiink about being a RepresentGifts
Art. Also many "Mod"
ative-Be one-Act Now-Write
for the teenager. Phone 12
sr call Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown,
D-16-C Avon Mgr., Shady Grove Road,
5 daily. The Gallery.

SIT UP
and
Tig NOTICE

BELTONE factory fresh hear- FOR YOUR home remodeling,
ing aid batteries for all make additions and repairs. Free estiTIC
mates. Call 753-6123.
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
TIC
WILL TAKE few selected horse*
for training. Boarding facilities
and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
Dec.4-4
telephone 753-0077.
We Are Now Selling
OLD COUNTRY HAMS
Save For Xmas, $1.10 Lb.
We still have that good
country Sausage

BUCK TOP PAYING

SHROAT'S MEAT
MARKET
109 North 5th Street

No Jobs to Small or Lame
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:

Phone 753-2953
TFC

"NEVER used anything like it," Marion, Ky. 42064, phone 965H-D-12-C
say users of Blue Lustre for 3363*
cleaning carpet. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. D-13-C
MALE HELP WANTED
TREE SURGEON. Eve
trimmed or removed. Land- SALES CONTACT MAN. Over
scaping. Yard care. For these 30. National credit firm needs
services call Kelley's Termite mature salesman to establish
and Pest Corirtol 753-3914, lo- service for Business-Professioncated 100 South 13th Street. al men 100 mile radius from
your home. If you have any
H-D-1
type selling experience, this is
BLACK Miniature French Pood- immediate and unusual moneyle, registered, $35.00, 7 months making opportunity with rapid
D--1-C advancement. $150 weekly guarold. Call 480-3553.
Write Box
GUITAR and Amplifier. Like antee if qualified.
D-10-P
32-F,
Ky.
Murray,
No.
new, $65.00. Phone 753-8432.
D-11-P

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 7534502

$50.00 REWARD for return of Between II:00 a. rn. and
5:110 e.
black and white heavy ticked
Pointer Bird dog. Name on collar. Eddie Roberts, 306 South
SAWS FILED, electric heaters
11th Street, Murray, phone 753D-154:i and all small appliances repair3301.
ed. 512 R So. 12th St., 753-6067.
Jan.-0-C
NOTICE: ALL accounts with
L & R Shell Service at Hazel
RETIRED VET would like job
not paid by Jan. 15, 1990 will
as jaintor or night watchman.
colprofessional
for
released
be
Beat of references. Phone 753lection. A carrying charge of
D-10-P
8386.
107, per annum will be added
We must close these accounts NEED temporary part tirnie or
within the next few months. full time 'help? Bookkeeper,
Contact me at Box 153, Hazel or secretary, general office, sales
Route 1. Puryear, Phone 247- personal records, PBX, radio
5472. Wm. Lowell Calhoun.
aperator, receptionist, chauffer,
TWO YEAR OLD used CurtisD-11-P waitress, hostess. Phone 753SALE
OR
RENT
FOR
Mathes color T. V. Trade-in on
D-11-C
7928.
combinotican. Perfect condition.
GERALD RAY Home Insulation
See at T. V. Service Center, 31 MOBILE HOME, 1968 Shelby, Co. Blown fiberglass insulation,
No. 4th St. No phone cal 12' a 61' Spanish, city gas, cen- 60 per sq. ft. Contractors and
FOR RENT
D-11--C tral heat and air, under-pan- individuals. Phone 498-8514, Ha.
please.
need. wall-taerall carpeting, zell, KY.
042-C TRAILER, 10' x 50', air condiWHEAT STRAW, no corn stalks. two bedroom, front patio, trailtioned, electric heat. Phone 753Nice, clean. Clovis Byeriy, er turned length wise. Located
LOST a FOUND
D-12-C
7856.
Route 6, Potteatown Road, 753- at Fox Meadows South 16th
dogs,
D-11-P St., immediate occupancy, cou- LOST: Two Pointer bird
4733.
Lee
Valarah
NEW
BEAUTIFUL
one male, liver and white One Apartments, South 16th Street,
eaes
only.
753-6344.
Phone
SWEET POTATOES, 4th and
black and white. New across from Westview Nursing
D-114 female
Industrial Road. Outland Feed
Hope vicinity. Phone 753-3848 Home. Two bedrooms, bath,
DD-11-P
Co.
utility ream, living room, kitchen and dining area. Carpeted.
GIRLS CLOTHES, size 2 thu ex.
NOT=
Electric heat. Air conditioned.
and girls coats. Call 753-3110.
Refrigerator, built in stove and
D-1 1-C
oven, dishwasher and garbage
COMPONENT STEREO, Magnodisposal furnished Phone: 752vox turn table, J. W. Davis
4974 or 753-3865.
H-D-16-C
Speakers. 318 North 6th St
D-11-P
Phone 753-9251.
WASHERS DRYERS RANGE'
On An Makes of
REFRIGERATORS DISHWASHERS

FAST GUARANTEED REPAIRS

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
518 WEST MAIN, NATIONAL HOTEL BUILDING

Servicing Until 9:00 p.m.

BUSINESS PHONE 753-7724
WANTED 1"0 MEW

HOME PHONE: Guy Spann, 753-2587;
Louise Baker, 751-2409; Onyx Ray, 7534919.
1 T-H

apartWANTED: Furnished
ment or house, nice and clean.
W4Mi14 like utilities included
with re-at. In vicinity of --12th
and Sycamore. Phone 753-1604.
D-1&C

PAUL'S APPLIANCE SERVICE
ir 753-9865

tra DISCOUNT on Parts and Labor with this ad
thru Januar 15 19/0l

RIAL ESTATE FOR SALE
DUPLEX, new, brick, threebedroom. In city school district.
Extrirlete master bedroom
with carpet throughout. No city
tax 753-6202 after 5:00 p. in.
D-13-C

ROBS DENIES CHARGES Ma-'
tie Mai Charles Robb, NO11in:1,644.- of former President
Lyndon Johnson. is sternfaced at a news conference in
Lis Vegas. Nev.. In which he
denies charges that men under :his command in Vietnam hail committed atrocities similar to those alleged
In the Berm Sty area. -The •
charges were made by An‘thony 'Martin-Trigena., Uni_-_veretty--ef 1+141-mtn.newspiipirr -correspondent, in a letttr-4o,
I: S. Sen Charts' Per'. 1,f
Kenilworth. III.

•

••■•1
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When It Comes to Banking-
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Today's Apollo 12
Asia" Stock Market

Hong Kong Now "Switzerland of

(Continued From Page One)
finement, the astronauts told
guidance and navigation experts "everything worked the
way it was iupposed to" aboard
their moonship.
A spokesman in the quarantine area, Douglas Ward, said
the astronauts were not surprised to learn of their early
release because of similar step
was taken during Apollo 11. But
he said they were delighted by
it, smiling at the news and saying "toat's great."

By JOHN KihiBERLIT
Central Press Association
Correeponclent
NEW YORK (UPI)- Stocks
HONG KONG -- This small
opened lower today in moderate
but strategically located Britis
h
turnover.
colony has earned a lot of epithets for itself--pearl of
the
Shortly after the Welling, the
Orient, the home of Suzle Wong,
Asia's bargain basement.
UPI
marketvede
indicator
Magnificent
showed a loss of 0.20 per cent
harbor, splitskirt cheongsams, refugees,
on 384 issues across the tape.
intrigue, danger from Red China,
There were 161 declines, 104
gold smugglers, mahjong, fishadvances.
ing junks and sampans .
. .
those are all the elements that
Pan Am was unchanged in
go into the makeup of
the
the airline group at 121 8, while
colony.
Teraco tacked on ¼ to 28/
1
2 in
So, too, are the skyscrapers,
the oils.
the surging textile and elecOccidental Petroleum gained
tronics industries, the computer
1/8
to
227
,8, and
service centers, and the low
Atlantic
Richfield 1,4 to 85e. Standard of
taxes.
Banker
Federal State Market News
's Row in Hong Kong. From left are the Bank of China, the California, however,
However, none of those names
dipped 14
or descriptions of Hong Kong Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank, the Chartered Bank and the Bank of to
Cities Service 1 8 to Service, Wednesday, Dec. 10,
Kentucky Purcivatse Area
go as quickly to central essense Canton along Des Voeux Rood in the crown colony's central district 401/2, Pennzoil 14 to
Hog
REACHING FOR SPEECH 3434, Shell Market
Tensile Hazel Harper, a freckled seven-year-old
Retport Includes 10 Buy- Murra
of the colony as does the nick- funds, arrang
9's to 444, and Jersey Standa
from
y who has lost all practical
e housing or make Asia outside Japan.''
rd ing Statio
use of her hearing following an attack of spinal menir14
name, "Switzerland of Asia."
ns,
4,
overseas trips. And English is
to
61%
Itis
at
the age of three, Is learning
It also is partly because ot
to
hear again at the Speech and Hearing Clinic at
Receipts 761 Head, Barrows
• • •
the language of business and the colony's importance
Murray State University by
as a
us* of an amplifier system. With her
In the steel group, U.S.
and Gilts 25 cents
HONG KONG has the heaviest commerce.
new hearing, she Is be
Lower; Sows, coming able to speak
Steel
banking and finance center that
mon Intelligibly. Work Ing with her
concentration of banks anyHong Kong generally is men- Communist China continues to held unchanged at 3414, but Steady,
Is Pearl Tharpo, senior speech
end hearing malor from Mayfield.
The Murray Rotary Club purchased
US 2-3 200-230 lbs 12076-27.25;
Bethlehem held steady
where in the Far East. Take a tioned with New York, Zurich allow Hong Kong
a hearing aid for
at 26%.
to exist as a
'Tennis last week.
US 24 190-240 lbs 126.25
walk down Des Voeux Road in and Beirut as the world's major British colony
Among
the
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
motor
-26.75;
.
s, Genera/
the colony's central district and foreign exchange markets. It
Motors
• •• •
lost
1k to 67% US 2-4 240-260 lbs $25.75-26.25,
you pass 50 banks or branches has the only true free money
HONG KONG'S banking and American Motors 1/8 to 91 8, and US 3-4 280-280 lbs 125.25-26.76;
within 15 minutes.
market in Asia.
SOWS:
business service industries have Ford 14 to 40. Chrysl
Franklin
No Sale
Owensboro
706,478 67.05
er was US
Today there are 73 licensed
More than 200 American developed to such a formid
1-2 270-350 lbs $215
Glasgow
able unchanged at 34.
687,850 65.97
Paducah
0-2230',
No Sale
banks in Hong Kong with 358 firms have their Far East re- extent that
US 1-3 300-550 lbs 120.50
it would take years
RCA eased 14 to
Greensburg
No Report
Paris
-21.50;
382,166 68.86
35/
1
2 in the US
offices and branches. All major gional headquarters in Hong to duplic
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
2-3 450-850 the 12000-20.50.
ate the facilities in, electronics. Litton
Harrodsburg
536,460 68.90
Richmond
464,962 66.60
gained
American banks are represent- Kong, precisely because of the say, Shangh
14 to
Here is a table of burley tobacai. China now makes 39 on a tiock
Henderson
No Sale
Russellville
of 12,200 shares.
ed. The First National City attractive banking, bookkeeping use of Hong
338,162 66.84
co sales in Kentucky Tuesday as
Kong's already esHopkinsville
413,490 6535 Shelbyville
IBM chPPed % to 355/
Bank of New York has had an and business climate. Some 400 tablished
1,278,742 69.13
1
2
Collar
,
but
s
on boys' shirts are compiled by the state Depart
banking system in
Control Data added %
Horse Cave
office in the colony since 1902. American firms have offices, handling much
Somerset
,550 67.21
392,438 65.33
to 116. longer and more pointed.
of its important
The ment of Agriculture:
United Aircraft eased
Taking the population of Hong subsidiaries or affiliates in the trade.
Lebanon
Springfield
654,644 66.95
569,412 8914
to 42 most popular new dress shirt Markets
Pounds Avg. Lexington
Kong as 4 million, there is an colony.
3,263
70:n8
Winchester
600 70.67
More significant, Peking in the aerospace group, but Du look: a sprea
565,328 69.06
d collar in
Bloomfield
• • •
average of 11,000 persons for
80,026 69.04
London
Total
shows no signs of desiring a Pont rose Vito 103% among chambray
66.78
17,662,563 MN
or
broadc
Bowlin
loth.
g
Green
each banking office.
The
HONG KONG'S banking and change in the situati
534,070 64.57
Louisville
551,997 67.32
on. Thus, the chemicals. Dow gained
traditional turtleneck continues Carrollton
1,332,312 70.78
Total deposits as of Sept. 1 other financial services -- you confidence in Hong Kong has to 68%.
The new jumpers for school
Mayfield
60,408 688
57
64:7
strong
, along with the mock
Covington
this year totaled a record can do anything here from open- never been greater. The colony
come in
73,352 67.05
Maysvi
assorted styles
lle
University
1,613,6
'4
74
Computing turtle, the shawl collar,
Cynthiana
HK811,568,841,000 (US$1,928,- ing a time deposit to floating economy is booming, and there climbed
and the
650,754 71.19
Morehead
2/
1
2 to 97%, but Chas.
407,146 691
70 44
9 Samples: the horseshoe neck,
turtle set inside a shawl.
107,000 at the rate of exchange a loan for a development project is nothing to suggest any slow- Pfizer
Danville
suspender straps, bib top,
649,940 68.95
Mt. Sterling
fell 1/
685,524
1
2to 101/
1
2
of IIK$6 to US$1). Loans and in Indonesia to buying a slice down in the near future.
cut-away armholes.
of
Califo
rnia
or Florida real
advances had climbed to the
The economic success of Hong
estate (and discreetly) -- have Kong,
HK $8942,259,000
(US $1,157,generated to no small
earned
the bustling colony the degree by the
043,000) level. In other words
sophisticated fithe
is a lot of capital avail- nickname "Switzerland of Asia." nancial institutions available,
As Hong Kong Gov. Sir Da- also has
the,colony. •
served as a catalyst
vid Trench once put it: "It is for new
•
• •
business ideas and venour highly developed financial tures.
HONG KONG is one up on Institutions
which have played
Because of its open door poliJapan because of the ease of
illa,19x, part in. making...Hong cy toward -busin
ess -ItleaS"'an
operation in doing business. It Kong
a modern and sophisticat- ventures,
Hong Kong is destined
is easy to get visas, transfer ed econo
my, without equal in to remain "Asia'
s Switzerland"

Purchase Area
Hog Market

4es,

Burley Sales

SEEN & HEARD . ..
(Continued From Page Om)
constructed at a cost of $100,000 in 1924. The first eight
buildings with their equipment
were valued at $1,500,000 in
1931. The faculty of the university on September 20, 1923
was three. The faculty of the
university on September 2),
1931 was sixty nine. Enrollment the first semester, 192324 was eighty nine. Enrollment
the first semester, 1930-31 was
729. Enrollment the first semester, 1931-32 was 1017. The
library in September of 1925
was composed of a Webster's
Collegiate Dictionary. In 1931
the library building and equipmist was valued at $250,000
with nearly 20,000 volumes.
Murray Lodge Free and Accepted Masons was originally organized and chartered at Wadesboro, Kentucky and was at that
time
known
as Wadesboro
Lodge Number 105, and it was
chartered in the year 1838 and

held its first meeting at Wades- names
: The
Imperial, Th
boro which was at that time Crown
, The Royal and the ec
the county seat of Calloway nomy
model El Cheap°.
County.

The lodge held its first meeting on the first day of January
1839, and the following members were at that time officers:
Nathan Boman, Mester;
E. E.
Rowland, Senior Warden; R. K
Williams Junior Warden, and
W. IV. Williams, secretary.
Murray 105 F. & A. M. was the
fust Masonic lodge to be organized west of the Tennessee River.

All of this informatiork, comes
from a History of Calloway
County which was printed in
1931.

Ribbed steel guard rails on the
inside of automobile door panels have been installed by two
auto makers. They are located
ten inches above the bottom of
the door panel and are eight
inches wide and two inches
deep with a yield strength of
40,000 pounds per square inch.
The idea is to keep a car out
of your own car if it happens
to strike the side of yours.
Sometimes a car smashes into
the side of another and rides
right over the rocker panel into
the interior. This guard rail
keeps them out.

John Neubauer sends us some
clippings, one of which is rathr long and we'll have to read
nd digest it later. The other Another safety factor in some
is short and concerns four mo- cars is a telescoping steering
dels of humidifiers sold by a shaft with a crushable column
Washington, D. C. store. Their jacket. This cuts down on chest
injuries,
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CHUN KING

Chicken Chow Mein
or
STILL IN USE---Mrs. Pat Nixon
holds the Christmas
stockings she has been hanging for her daughters Tricia
and Julie since they
were
babes in arms. She will hang
them again this year.
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NO BAD NEWS IS ALMOST NO NEWS This is the Muskegon
(Mich.) Chronicle's response in one issue
to reader Complaints of over-emphasis on bad news. The front
page (left)
is stripped of "controversial" or •'bad" news--crime
, tragedy. violence, dissent in the vacant spaces
, the messages
-This space is vacant because the news article
(or picture)
which normally would have appeared here is
of controversial, or unpleasant. nature." The editors explai
ned under the
headline "Easy Wei' Out!" by stating ",It's
an easy way to

4.
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handle complaints. But it does
not- meet The ('hronicle's
duty to publisl; the news and'keep
our readers infct-med. Our
normal front page appears on
Page 3 right) an honest
i•
report on the world AS IT IS."
The "uncensored" front
page carries a second editorial,
"As It Is!" and the message that the paper Will continue to
publish news
crime,
tragedy, violenso, controversy and
dissent "because -after
illustrating our point on Page 1 we believe you
woultrfaxist
upon your 'right to know.a.nt_
tre.,news, gqod
or bate".
.
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